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Abstract 
Monolithic integration of III-V materials on silicon is of great interest for efficient 
electronic-photonic integrated devices and multijunction solar cells on silicon. However, 
defect formation in the heteroepitaxial layers due to lattice mismatch, thermal mismatch, 
and polarity mismatch makes it a great challenge. In this work, high quality III/V 
epitaxial layers are realised on Si by epitaxial lateral overgrowth (ELOG) and corrugated 
epitaxial lateral overgrowth (CELOG) techniques using a hydride vapour phase epitaxy 
(HVPE) reactor. We demonstrate electroluminescence of multi quantum well structure 
grown on InP/Si by ELOG and photodiode behaviour of CELOG n-InP/p-Si. Extensive 
characterization of CELOG InP/Si and CELOG GaxIn1-xP/Si is also the main subject of 
this thesis. This includes X-ray diffraction, (time resolved) photoluminescence, Raman 
spectroscopy, cathodoluminescence and scanning and transmission electron 
microscopies.  

A wafer-scale InP layer is obtained on a 3” Si wafer via ELOG. The ELOG InP/Si 
is then used as a substrate to fabricate a multi quantum well LED emitting at 1530 nm. 
Although the MQWs were grown on InP covering ELOG InP layer and InP layer on the 
defective seed, rather strong luminescence is observed from the electrically injected 
MQW on InP/Si. We identify that unsatisfactory surface morphology after MQW growth 
as the main factor yielding broad emission without leading to stimulated emission. 
However transparency condition measurements reveal that there is gain in the material 
indicating the potential of this technique for fabricating lasers on silicon. We need to 
address also the warping of ELOG/Si due to thermal strain in the device processing.  

CELOG of InP/Si revealed a highly crystalline InP layer on Si with an abrupt 
interface free of dislocations despite an 8% lattice mismatch. That misfit dislocations are 
confined to the interface and do not lead to threading dislocations in the layer is 
characteristic of the wafer bonded interface. We find the same behaviour in our CELOG 
InP/Si suggesting that our method acts as epitaxial wafer bonding at growth 
temperatures. As a proof of concept demonstration, an n-InP/p-Si heterojunction 
photodiode has been fabricated by CELOG technique with an open circuit voltage of 
180 mV, a short circuit current density of 1.89 mA/cm2, internal quantum efficiency of 
6% and external quantum efficiency of 4%. Despite low performance, this demonstrates 
the potential of CELOG method for III-V/Si for solar cell application. 

The CELOG technique is also used to demonstrate a dislocation free GaxIn1-xP/Si 
interface. As a pre-study GaInP growth optimization was done on ELOG patterns on 
GaAs substrate. CELOG GaxIn1-xP/Si exhibits orientation dependent growth and 
composition anisotropy. Stacking faults are observed in the CELOG GaxIn1-xP/Si 
interface region but no threading dislocations were observed in the interface. An atomic 
disorder layer of ~1nm thickness is present at the interface. The CELOG GaxIn1-xP layers 
are fully relaxed and no strain is observed despite a ~4% lattice mismatch. 

We conclude that there is room for improvement with ELOG and CELOG 
processes to obtain device quality III-V layers on Si. We have demonstrated that the 
CELOG technique is a generic technology that can be extended to realize high quality 
heterojunctions with mismatched material systems. Thus optimized ELOG and CELOG 
techniques can facilitate monolithic integration of III-V on Si for silicon photonics and 
high-efficiency low-cost multijunction solar cells.  
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Sammanfattning 

Monolitisk integrering av III-V material på kisel är av stort intresse för billiga och 
effektiva elektroniska-fotoniska komponenter och tandemsolceller på kisel. Detta är en 
stor utmaning på grund av defektbildning i de heteroepitaxiellt odlade materialen som 
orsakas av skillnaden i gitterkonstant, skillnaden i termisk expansion och olika polaritet. 
Detta arbete åstadkommer epitaxiella lager av III-V material på kisel med hög kvalité 
genom epitaxiell lateral överväxt (ELOG) och korrugerad epitaxiell lateral överväxt 
(CELOG) utförd i hydridgasfasepitaxi (HVPE). Vi demonstrerar både elektroluminiscens 
från multi-kvantbrunnstrukturer (MQW) odlade på ELOG-framställda InP/Si-substrat 
och fotodiodbeteende från n-InP/p-Si material framställt av CELOG. Denna avhandling 
fokuserar även på utförlig karaktärisering av InP/Si och GaxIn1-xP/Si framställd med 
CELOG, bestående av röntgendiffraktion, (tidsupplöst) fotoluminiscens, 
Ramanspektroskopi, katodluminiscens, samt svep- och transmissionselektronmikroskopi. 

Ett heltäckande InP-lager har odlats på en 3” kiselskiva genom ELOG; InP/Si skivan har 
sedan använts som substrat till tillverkningen av en multi-kvantbrunnbaserad lysdiod 
med emission vid 1550 nm. Nämnvärt stark katodluminiscens observerades över alla 
områden på skivan, även de där MQW – tillverkningen skedde på InP som odlats direkt 
över grolagret. Trots att spontan emission uppnåddes så observerades inte stimulerad 
emission, vilket vi främst tillskriver den ojämna ytmorfologin efter odling av MQW. 
Mätningar vid transparensvillkor indikerar att det uppstår förstärkning i materialet, vilket 
visar på potential hos tekniken för tillverkning av laser på kiselsubstrat. Problem med en 
viss böjning av skivan under framställningsprocessen på grund av termisk stress måste 
också adresseras. 

CELOG av InP/Si resulterade i högkristallina InP lager med en abrupt och 
direktövergång fri från dislokationer till kiselsubstratet trots den 8% stora skillnaden 
mellan materialens gitterkonstant. Frånvaron av propagerande dislokationer i materialet 
indikerar att de defekter som ger upphov till dessa, vilka i sin tur orsakas av skillnaden i 
gitterkonstant, istället begränsas till övergången – en effekt som är typisk för 
heterostrukturer tillverkade genom wafer-bindning. Detta indikerar att CELOG metoden 
agerar som en epitaxiell wafer-bindning utförd vid odlingstemperaturen. CELOG 
användes för att tillverka en fotodiod av en n-InP/p-Si – heteroövergång som en 
konceptvalidering; dioden uppmätte en maxspänning på 180 mV (VOC), en högsta 
strömtäthet på 1.89 mA/cm2 samt en intern och extern kvantverkningsgrad på 6% 
respektive 4%. Trots den låga prestandan demonstrerar detta potential hos CELOG-
metoden att användas till III-V/Si integration för applikationer inom solenergi. 

CELOG metoden har också använts för att demonstrera en direkt GaxIn1-xP/Si – övergång 
som är fri från dislokationer. Som en förstudie till detta har optimering av GaInP odlad 
på substrat av ELOG-mönstrad GaAs utförts. Den CELOG–framställda GaInP/Si-
odlingen uppvisar riktningsberoende tillväxt och anisotropi i dess sammansättning. 
Stapelfel uppträder i GaInP/Si-övergången, men precis som för CELOG–InP/Si så bildas 
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inga propagerande dislokationer. Vid övergången bildades ett ~1 nm tjockt atomiskt 
oordnade mellanlager. GaInP–lagren är fullständigt relaxerade och ingen stress har 
observerats trots den 4% stora skillnaden i gitterkonstant mellan lagren och substratet. 
Mätningar av sammansättningen hos GaInP– lagren med direktkontakt till kiselsubstratet 
utförda med transmissionselektronmikroskopi och fotoluminiscens överensstämmer med 
varandra. 

Vi drar slutsatsen att det finns förbättringsmöjligheter för ELOG och CELOG–
processerna för att uppnå tillräckligt hög kvalité på lagren för komponenttillverkning. Vi 
har demonstrerat att CELOG–metoden är en allmän teknik som kan användas för att 
uppnå övergångar med hög kvalité i materialsystem som är termiskt och polärt 
missanpassade samt har olika gitterkonstanter. Det visar på att optimerade ELOG och 
CELOG–processer kan möjliggöra monolitisk integrering av III-V–material på kisel för 
kiselfotonik och kostnadseffektiva tandemsolceller med hög verkningsgrad.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Integrating III-V and Si 

Silicon as an electronic material has played a crucial role in modernizing our world. 
Almost all electronic devices come with a silicon chip at their heart. Silicon has several 
advantages: it is cheap and abundant on earth, it has good thermal and mechanical 
properties, and it possesses an insulating native oxide (SiO2), which has high etching 
selectivity and also is an excellent dielectric material used by many other 
semiconductors. Silicon has been the material of choice for the whole electronic industry, 
based on the complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology. But Si has 
an indirect bandgap and thus cannot be used as efficient light emission sources. Many of 
the III–V compounds are direct bandgap materials and have excellent electronic and 
optical properties. III–V semiconductors like GaAs and InP have been widely used to 
make light emitters for optical communications. But III-V materials are more fragile than 
Si and hence their wafers are much smaller than Si. Besides the raw materials for these 
materials are less abundant which makes them very expensive compared to Si. Hence 
integrating III-V semiconductors and silicon is the best way to exploit the benefits of 
both III-V’s and Si. This integration has also created a new field called silicon photonics. 

There has always been an ever increasing demand for computing, communication and 
storage capabilities. Energy consumption and transmission capacity of data centers are 
struggling to keep up with explosive data growth. Though there has been success in 
making silicon photonics based optical transceivers to provide energy efficient faster data 
transfer in data center networks, the ultimate solution to this problem is realizing 
optoelectronic integrated circuits (OEICs). One of the most challenging tasks in realizing 
OEIC and silicon photonics is an integrated laser source on silicon based on high quality 
III-V/Si heterostructure.1 Realising high quality III-V layers on Si will also lead to high 
efficiency multijunction solar cells. The rapid cost decline of photovoltaics in recent 
years has made them one of the cheapest options for renewable energy generation.2 
Further progress in photovoltaics would be in achieving higher conversion efficiency at 
reasonable cost. As in microelectronics, the dominant technology in photovoltaics 
remains to be crystalline silicon based. Fabricating high-efficiency III-V solar cells on 
top of silicon solar cells is a promising path towards high efficiency and low cost 
photovoltaics.  

The most promising approaches for III-V and Si integration are: Hybrid integration or 
integration by bonding and monolithic integration or integration by heteroepitaxy. 

1.1.1 Hybrid integration or integration by bonding 

Hybrid integration involves bonding of processed III-V device such as lasers onto Si 
substrates. It has its own advantages and disadvantages. The advantage is that one can 
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place the prefabricated devices made on native substrates on any host circuit by bonding.  
Since these devices are made of epitaxial layers on the native substrate, they are defect 
free. There have been many successful III-V/Si device demonstrations by bonding 
technologies.3,4,5 The disadvantages are: (i) in the case of die bonding, the process is not 
always self-aligned which provide poor integration density and yield; (ii) by thinning 
down the substrate of the III-V device, a large portion is wasted;   (iii) in the case of 
wafer bonding, wafer size of the III-V materials is much smaller than that Si and (iv) III-
V wafer bowing which makes full wafer bonding difficult. 

1.1.2 Monolithic integration or integration by heteroepitaxy 

Heteroepitaxy of III-V materials directly on Si is the most desirable approach for 
integration. Heteroepitaxy has several advantages, such as better thermal dissipation due 
its direct interface with Si, self-alignment which provides high integration density and 
fewer processing steps. However, high lattice mismatches between III-V semiconductors 
and Si result in epitaxial layers with high threading dislocation density. The growth of 
the polar III-V layer on the non-polar Si substrate creates anti-phase domain boundary, 
which can act as non-radiative recombination centres (NRRCs) in the epilayer. Thus the 
heteroepitaxial III-V on Si layers are with varieties of defects such as misfit and 
threading dislocations, stacking faults, microtwins, inversion domain boundaries, etc.. 
All these defects degrade the performance of the devices by creating deep levels in the 
band gap which act as carrier traps and non-radiative recombination centres.6 Short 
lifetimes and non-radiative recombination of charge carriers in heteroepitaxial layers are 
mostly due to dislocations. Dopants can get precipitated at dislocations and fast 
degradation of devices is often connected to the action of dislocations in the active 
region.7 Various methods have been employed to reduce the defect density in 
heteroepitaxial layers. Three major methods are described below. 

1. Buffer layer growth. 

The dislocation density is found to be inversely proportional to the thickness of film up 
to certain thickness.8 Thus growing a thick epitaxial layer can lead to fewer defects. This 
is because the dislocations get annihilated by creating dislocation loops and do not 
propagate to the surface of the growing crystal. By introducing a buffer layer between the 
epitaxial structure and the substrate one can considerably reduce the dislocation density 
and the residual stress.9,10 Strain relaxation can be made more efficient by graded buffer 
consisting of gradual change of the lattice constant of the buffer alloy. Dislocation 
filtering can be done by a strained-layer-superlattice (SLS) where multilayer structures 
with alternating layers of opposite strain are grown.11 The strain in the SLS causes 
bending of dislocations lines and increases the probability for defect annihilation so that 
the dislocations cannot propagate to the active layer. 
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2. Reduced area growth and nano structure growth 

Misfit and threading dislocation densities can be reduced in heteroepitaxial layers by 
growing on small areas. By growing on small areas the misfit dislocation lengths are 
short and thereby eliminating the dislocation interactions and multiplications.12 
Dislocations are created when relaxation takes place. Small dimensional structures like 
nanowires do not allow relaxation, the small cross-section gives an increased ability to 
accommodate lattice strain in semiconductor heterostructures, and optical quality 
materials can be achieved in such structures.13,14  

3. Epitaxial lateral overgrowth (ELOG) 

In this technique the defects are filtered by a dielectric ‘mask’ which blocks the threading 
dislocation and the stacking faults that propagate through the epitaxial layer. The starting 
material is a defective III-V seed layer on Si. The seed layer is masked with a dielectric 
layer leaving some openings on the mask to start nucleation during growth. The growth 
starts from the opening up to the mask height and then proceeds laterally over the mask 
and this region is found to be of good device quality. This technique has been widely 
used to make device quality GaN on foreign substrates.15,16 ELOG has been proposed to 
address the integration of III-Vs on Si. 17,18,19 

All the approaches have led to working device demonstrations, but several limitations 
exist in all these methods. The devices realised by any of these techniques is not 
comparable to the one realised on native substrates. The methods need to be improved to 
reduce defect densities. Some methods use Si with different or offcut orientations than 
(001) which make the CMOS integration difficult. There have been only few studies 
done on realizing abrupt III-V/Si heterojunction which has great potential to realise high 
efficiency multijunction solar cells on Si. 

1.2 Current status and scope of the thesis 

There has been a steady progress on silicon-based light modulation and detectors by the 
CMOS technology.20 But realizing an efficient electrically pumped laser on a silicon 
substrate is still a scientific challenge. There have been many successful attempts in 
creating a laser on Si, but most of them are by bonding of devices to Si. First 
commercially available silicon photonics device came in 2016 as a 100G optical 
transceivers for data communications from Intel.21 It consists of a hybrid silicon laser 
realized by bonding a layer of InP to the silicon photonic chip, silicon modulators which 
transforms the electrical data into optical signal, multiplexers, demultiplexers and 
monolithically integrated germanium photodetectors. Though this is a milestone 
achievement in data communication, the bonding approach has limitations in large-scale 
manufacturing and to be used in realizing OEIC. 

There are different approaches currently researched in heteroepitaxial integration. Even 
tough no commercial photonic devices are being made by heteroepitaxial method, recent 
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breakthroughs and device demonstrations have now made heteroepitaxial integration a 
promising platform for photonic integration.  

Continuous-wave GaAs/AlGaAs lasers were demonstrated on Si a decade ago.10 GaAs 
on Si integration was achieved via relaxed graded Ge/GeSi buffer layers, where the Ge 
content in GeSi was varied gradually to achieve 100% Ge at the top. Though a low 
dislocation density of 2×106 cm-2 was achieved this method did not lead to practical 
applications since their reliability is still a big issue. 

It has been shown that by optimizing growth conditions in molecular-beam epitaxy 
(MBE), lattice mismatches in Sb based III-V compounds can be fully dissipated by 
creating misfit dislocations which propagate only parallel to the interface thereby 
creating epilayer with less threading dislocations.22 Electrically pumped 1.55 µm 
continuous-wave ridge lasers have been realized with GaSb-based lasers monolithically 
grown on Si.23  

Quantum dot (QD) lasers are interesting candidates for III–V/ Si integration. Due to 
carrier localization, QDs are less sensitive to the defects than in quantum well (QW) and 
bulk lasers. Adding an AlAs nucleation layer has shown to be effective in reducing 
threading dislocations in buffer layer. Threading dislocation density about 105 cm−2 was 
achieved in the epitaxial layer by combining an AlAs nucleation layer and InGaAs/GaAs 
strained-layer superlattices (SLSs) with in situ thermal annealing. This way, an 
electrically pumped continuous-wave InAs/GaAs QD lasers directly grown on Si 
substrates with a room-temperature output power over 105 mW and operating 
temperature up to 120°C has been demonstrated.24 A recent paper has reported the first 
direct modulation of InAs/GaAs quantum dot (QD) lasers epitaxially grown on Si (001) 
substrate with GaAs buffer.25 

Another interesting approach developed by IBM for III-V integration is template-assisted 
selective epitaxy (TASE).  Here III-V materials are grown in an oxide template structure 
where the III–V crystal growth starts in a confined space and later expands into a 
predefined template and lead to a III-V on insulator structure which can be processed into 
CMOS compatible devices.26 They have demonstrated III-V based field effect transistors 
(FETs), heterojunction tunnel FETs and GaAs microdisks laser on Si via. TASE.27 

Defect filtering via. epitaxial lateral overgrowth (ELOG) technology has made some 
progress recently.  High-quality QWs were successfully grown on the ELOG InP/Si 
layers, which gave comparable PL emissions to the QWs grown on InP.28 Recently a 
modified ELOG technique, called Corrugated Epitaxial Lateral Overgrowth (CELOG), 
was developed by our group to realise an atomically abrupt InP/Si heterojunction.29  

This thesis explores the ELOG/CELOG techniques, to realise high quality III-V/Si 
epitaxial layers. Photovoltaic and LED devices are demonstrated on epitaxial III-V/Si 
realised by ELOG/CELOG methods. 
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The objectives of this thesis are: 

1. Demonstrating InP‐based active photonic device on Si via. ELOG technology. 
2. Understanding the CELOG growth mechanism of different III-V materials, for 

example InP, GaInP, GaAs. 
3. Understanding the defects in the CELOG III-V/Si hereointerface and devise 

strategies to curb their effect on devices. 
4. Using CELOG technology for fabricating III-V solar cell on Si substrate. 

This thesis is organised in the following way. Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the 
epitaxial techniques used to realise high quality III-V layer on Si. In chapter 3, a multi 
quantum well LED realised on an ELOG InP/Si is demonstrated. Realisation of an 
atomically abrupt InP/Si heterojunction by CELOG method is discussed in chapter 4. 
Extensive characterisation results are presented and photovoltaic devices were 
demonstrated on the CELOG InP/Si. The feasibility of achieving ternary III-V materials 
on Si by CELOG method is discussed in chapter 5. First results from a dislocation free 
CELOG GaInP/Si heterointerface are presented. Chapter 6 summarize this thesis work. 
Chapter 7 sums up the conclusions and suggestions for future research in this direction. 
Finally, chapter 8 gives summary of appended papers in the thesis. 
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2. Background 

This chapter provides an introduction to the materials and techniques used in this thesis. 
Fundamental aspects of the semiconductors with a focus on III-V materials are discussed. 
Epitaxial techniques are presented. A detailed description of HVPE reactor used in this 
work is given. ELOG and CELOG defect filtering techniques are described. 

2.1  Semiconductors 

The nature of band gap of semiconductors determines their usage in electronics and 
optical devices. Si is the most commonly used semiconductor in electronics. But its 
indirect band gap limits its usage in light emission devices. Many III-V compounds such 
as InP and GaAs have direct band gap and are suitable for optical devices. III-V 
compounds have higher absorption coefficient than Si, making them suitable for light 
weight and high efficiency solar cells. Recombination of excited electrons in the 
conduction band and the holes in the valence band is an important process which 
determines the optical quality materials. The three types of recombinations are radiative, 
Shockley-Read-Hall, and Auger recombinations. 

In radiative recombination, an excited electron from the conduction band recombines 
with a hole in the valence band releasing a photon of energy equal to the bandgap. 
Radiative recombination is the dominant mechanism in direct band crystalline 
semiconductors and is the mechanism in light emitting devices. 

Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination is a two-step process. Defects in the crystal 
lattice introduce energy levels within the bandgap. The excited electron gets trapped in 
these levels by releasing a photon or a phonon. The trapped electron can then relax to the 
valence band by releasing a photon or a phonon again.30 This recombination is also 
called recombination through defects and is the major recombination mechanism in 
highly defective crystals. Any types of defect such as point defects and dislocations, can 
lead to SRH recombination.  

In Auger recombination, when an electron in conduction band recombines with a hole in 
valence band the energy released is given to a second electron present in the conduction 
band which is excited to higher energy levels in the conduction band. The excited third 
carrier relaxes by thermalization back to the conduction band edge. Auger recombination 
is prominent only at high carrier concentrations due to doping or at high injection levels. 

2.2  Crystallographic defects 

A perfect crystal is a periodic arrangement of atoms in a three dimensional lattice. Any 
variation from this regular arrangement is a defect. Defects can be classified into three 
categories: point defects, line defects, and planar defects.  
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Point defects are local disorders in the crystal lattice. Native impurities, intentional 
doping, interstitials and vacancies are all point defects. 

Linear defects or dislocations are formed when a chain of atoms in the crystal lattice 
are misaligned. Dislocations cannot terminate inside a crystal. They must either 
propagate to one of the surfaces or form a closed loop. Dislocations are defined by a 
Burgers vector, a line vector and a glide plane. There are two types of dislocations; 
edge dislocation and screw dislocation, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Edge dislocations are 
line defects caused by the termination of a plane of atoms in a crystal and the Burgers 
vector is perpendicular to the dislocation line vector. Screw dislocations are formed by 
shearing stress and the Burgers vector is parallel to the line vector. Dislocations can have 
both screw and edge character, called mixed dislocations. In that case the angle between 
their Burgers vectors and line vectors can be anywhere between 0° and 90°. 

 
Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of crystals with (a) edge dislocation, with an extra half-plane of atoms 
indicated in red rectangle, and (b) screw dislocations. The Burger vectors are shown by blue arrows. 

Dislocations contribute to relieving strain and they are common in heteroepitaxy where a 
crystalline material is grown on another crystal with different lattice spacing. In (100) 
heteroepitaxial layers cubic crystal with mismatched lattices, the most common 
dislocation types are pure edge dislocations  and 60° dislocations which can glide to the 
interface on {111} planes.31 The 60° dislocations create bigger problem since they thread 
through the layer as it grows and terminate only at the surface. Thus, they will be present 
in the active device regions grown on them. Pure edge dislocations are confined to the 
interface and does not thread upwards.  

 
Figure 2.2: A heterointerface with a misfit dislocation. A line of atoms along the misfit dislocation have 
unsatisfied dangling bonds. 
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Figure 2.2 shows a misfit dislocation, which is an edge dislocation, formed at the 
interface where the substrate lattice constant is smaller than the epilayer. The epilayer is 
relaxed to its natural lattice constant, creating misfit dislocations at the interface where a 
line of atoms at the misfit dislocation have unsatisfied ‘dangling bonds’. 

Stacking faults (SFs) are planar defects created by a disruption in the stacking order of 
crystal lattice. In face centered cubic (FCC) lattice the normal stacking sequence is 
ABCABC…ABC. Stacking faults are caused by insertion or removal of a 
crystallographic plane for example ABCABCACBC... or ABCABABC… This happens 
during growth or by gliding of a plane from its original position to another position. They 
normally occur on {111} planes in FCC lattice. 

Anti-phase domains (APDs) or Inversion domain boundaries are formed in the 
growth of polar semiconductors on non-polar semiconductors such as InP on Si. Si 
surface usually contains many monoatomic steps. When polar semiconductor is grown on 
Si, In and P sub-lattices may get interchanged at the surface steps. APDs are formed 
when a domain is formed with opposite sub-lattice as the bulk (shown in Figure 2.3). The 
domain boundaries are electrically charged defects constituting In-In and P-P bonds. 
APDs can be eliminated by using substrates with diatomic or even-number atomic steps. 
Layers with no APDs were obtained for InP grown on Si (100) substrate with offcut 
towards [110] by 4°,32 which are used in our experiments. 

 
Figure 2.3: Schematic antiphase domains (APD) in III/V layer on silicon. A represents III atom and B 
represents V atom. 

2.3  Epitaxy of semiconductors 

Epitaxy refers to the process of depositing a crystalline material on a crystalline 
substrate. Epitaxial growth proceeds by the attachment of atoms to the surface where the 
arriving atoms follow the arrangement of the atoms in the substrate. Epitaxial films can 
be grown with different techniques. Commonly used growth techniques are Liquid Phase 
Epitaxy (LPE), Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) and Vapor Phase Epitaxy (VPE). 

In LPE the epitaxial layer grows from a supersaturated liquid solution or melt. A solid 
substrate crystal is submerged into this melt for growth. LPE processes are close to 
thermodynamic equilibrium. Hence the growth can be predicted by thermodynamics. For 
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example, the melt composition needed for a particular solid composition of an alloy can 
be derived from thermodynamics using solidus-liquidus equilibrium.   

MBE is basically a surface kinetics-controlled process. In this technique, sublimation of 
solid source materials heated in an ultra-high vacuum environment is done and the 
constituent elements from the source are transported to the substrate as a beam of neutral 
atoms or molecules in the ultra-high vacuum chamber. The deposition takes place on the 
substrate involving adsorption, nucleation, surface diffusion and site incorporation. 

In VPE, gaseous precursors are dissociated by giving thermal energy and are reacted to 
form crystal layer on the substrate while by-products are swept away to the exhaust. 
There are mainly two types of VPE: metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) and 
hydride vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE). 

MOVPE, sometimes also called as Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition 
(MOCVD), uses metal organics as the source materials. Metal organic compounds are 
highly engineered molecules where a metal is attached to an organic molecule. For 
example, for InP MOVPE, trimethyl-indium (TMIn) for indium (In) source and 
phosphine (PH3) for P source are used. It is a cold-wall reactor and the precursors react 
only at the heated substrate to form the required layer. It is a diffusion controlled process 
and hence its growth rate is hardly affected by small temperature fluctuations as rate of 
diffusion is proportional to T1.5. MOVPE is extensively used in industry to grow active 
layers of optical and electronic devices. It is capable of growing layers of good 
uniformity, accurate dopant control and multi quantum wells with sharp interfaces.   

2.3.1 Hydride Vapor Phase Epitaxy (HVPE) 

This work is based on the growth of III-V semiconductors with a custom built Aixtron 
low pressure HVPE (LP-HVPE) reactor. HVPE is a hot-wall reactor, meaning the whole 
reactor is kept at high temperature with resistive heating of the reactor wall. The 
precursors in HVPE are chlorine compounds for group III-elements such as InCl and 
GaCl. They are synthesized inside the reactor chamber by flowing HCl gas over Ga and 
In liquid sources kept at high temperatures. These chlorides are then transported to the 
growth zone. 

Group V element precursors are arsine (AsH3) and phosphine (PH3). These hydrides 
partially decompose into As2 ⇌ As4 and P2⇌P4 as they enter the reactor at high 
temperature. 

Global growth reaction of InP is given as: 

PH3 (g) + InCl (g) ⇔ InP (s) + HCl (g) + H2 (g)   (1.1) 

For InP growth, the relative gas phase supersaturation parameter γ can be written as: 

γ = [InCl][PH3] 𝐾𝐾𝑇𝑇
[HCl][H2] 

− 1       (1.2) 
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where [i] is the partial pressure of gaseous species in the reaction and KT is the reaction 
constant. At equilibrium KT is related to the partial pressures of gaseous species and is 
given by: 

 KT =
[HCl]eq[H2]eq

[InCl]eq[PH3]eq 
       (1.3) 

In case of InP growth, the solid is produced when non-equilibrium is created by 
supersaturating the vapor phase with InCl and PH3. The maximum quantity of growth is 
given by the amount that would re-establish the equilibrium. A positive value of 
supersaturation means the reactants-to-products ratio is higher than the ratio at 
equilibrium. If the supersaturation is increased the system will produce more solid to 
bring back to equilibrium. An inverse return to equilibrium, etching of the substrate, 
could happen when the supersaturation parameter is decreased; i.e. by increasing the 
partial pressure of HCl, in-situ etching of solid layers in the reactor is possible. HVPE 
works close to equilibrium; i.e., kinetics and diffusion are fast so that the equilibrium is 
established at all times; in other words, small change in chemical potential of the gases 
with respect to the solid leads to large growth rate . This property gives HVPE very high 
growth rates. Under normal growth conditions, the growth rate is proportional to the 
mass input rate of reactants. 

At relatively lower temperatures, HVPE growth is mainly governed by surface kinetics 
since the growth rate is strongly dependent on the growth temperature and substrate 
orientation.33 In this kinetically controlled regime, the growth is limited by desorption, 
de-chlorination, and surface diffusion steps. The growth surface is saturated with 
undecomposed III-V-Cl species. The growth rates on different crystallographic planes are 
different due to the variation in the surface events on different planes such as 
adsorption/desorption fluxes and de-chlorination frequency. This property of anisotropic 
growth can be exploited to get high aspect ratio structures for ELOG technology. At high 
temperature range, the process is governed by thermodynamics and the growth rate is 
determined by the mass flow of the reactants. The growth rate falls dramatically at high 
temperature because of the III metal desorption (through III-Cl). 

Our HVPE reactor consists of several temperature zones, marked as T1, T2 etc. in Figure 
2.4. The temperature profile in the reactor is Tzone1 = Tzone2 > Tzone3 > Tzone4 > Tzone5. 
Zones 1 &2 are the source zones where the III-Chlorides are generated; zone 3 is the 
mixing zone where the gases get mixed; zone 4 is the deposition zone; zone 5 acts as the 
interface to the loading chamber (or zone), which is at room temperature. Since the 
reactions involving chlorides are exothermic, this could take place in the least warm 
substrate location. Also, this temperature profile with high temperatures at zone 2 is 
necessary to maintain the III-chlorides in their gaseous form due to their high boiling 
points.  
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Figure 2.4. Picture of the Aixtron LP-HVPE reactor in Electrum lab, KTH. Casing of the reactor zone, with 
heating elements, can be seen in the image. T1, T2, T3, T4 represents the temperature zones. 

HVPE is suitable for ELOG and CELOG because of its near-equilibrium operating 
conditions due to which the necessary selective growth is guaranteed. It yields growth 
rates at least one to two orders of magnitude higher than in MOVPE and MBE. Selective 
growth and orientation dependent growth anisotropy (due to local kinetic conditions) 
leading to high aspect ratio structures are the major advantages of this technique.34 
Compared to the conventional MOVPE system, HVPE uses cheaper precursors such as 
in-situ generated metal chlorides instead of expensive metal organic precursors.35 
Cheaper precursors, fast growth rate and perfect selectivity make HVPE an ideal 
candidate for solar cell fabrication and some specific applications, such as nanowire 
growth and re-growth for buried heterostructure lasers, where fast growth rate and high 
selectivity are needed.36,37 

2.4 Heteroepitaxy by epitaxial lateral overgrowth (ELOG) 

Direct epitaxy of III-V on Si results in layers of high defect density (of order 109/cm2 for 
InP on Si) due to lattice mismatch, which is ~4% between GaAs and Si, and ~8% 
between InP and Si. One of the effective ways to reduce the defects in the epitaxial layers 
is the ELOG method by selective area growth (SAG) where the epilayer growth is over a 
dielectric mask on the substrate, instead of direct growth on silicon. Here a thin III-V 
layer (called seed layer) is first deposited on silicon substrate by MOVPE or MBE. The 
seed III-V layer has high density dislocations due to the lattice mismatch with Si. The 
seed layer is then patterned with a SiO2 dielectric mask, leaving some window openings 
on the seed layer, which acts as the nucleation sites during the epitaxial growth. ELOG 
pattern processing is done with conventional techniques like plasma enhanced vapor 
phase deposition (PECVD), photolithography and wet chemical etching.  

During ELOG, the III-V growth initiates only on the defective III-V seed layer in the 
window openings and no growth occurs on the masked region, thanks to the high 
selectivity of HVPE. The mask openings get filled first and growth extends laterally over 
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the SiO2 mask as the growth proceeds. Most of the dislocations originated in the seed 
layer are blocked by the mask and only the defects reaching the window openings are 
propagated to the surface and thus the laterally grown areas should be defect free.38 The 
lateral growth is what makes this technique interesting; since the growth happens on the 
side walls of a growing crystal (above a dielectric mask) there is no effect from the 
substrate lattice. 

  
Figure 2.5: a) Selective area growth on the mask openings and b) ELOG for heteroepitaxy of III-V on Si. 

The two defect filtering mechanisms associated with ELOG are reduced growth area 
effect and because of defect propagation properties. Reduced area growth benefits are 
discussed in the introduction. In heteroepitaxy of FCC crystals on (100) surface, misfit 
dislocations lie along the [110] direction while the threading segments grow in the [110] 
direction on (111) planes.39 Thus the threading dislocations make a 45° angle with the Si 
(100) substrate. These dislocations are blocked by the sidewall of the mask in the 
window opening, as shown in Figure 2.5. For a complete dislocation filtering, aspect 
ratio (the ratio of the dielectric mask thickness to the opening width) should be >1 
(tangent of 45°).40 It has been shown that the lateral and vertical growth in ELOG is 
dependent on the orientation of mask opening.41 Another observation made on ELOG is 
that the dopant incorporation is different in different in boundary planes.42 

2.5 Corrugated Epitaxial Lateral Overgrowth (CELOG) 

Even though ELOG is shown to be very effective in defect reduction due to the 
requirement of mask between the epilayer and Si substrate, it is not possible to achieve a 
high-quality direct interface between the III-V ELOG layer and Si. A new epitaxial 
method proposed to realise a high quality III-V layer on Si with direct heterojuction is 
called Corrugated Epitaxial Lateral Overgrowth (CELOG) where the growth is 
conducted on corrugated surfaces of the III-V seed patterned on Si substrate. 

The CELOG pattern includes deposition of III-V seed on Si by MOVPE. In order to 
reduce APDs, (001) Si substrate with 4° off-oriented toward the <111> direction is used. 
In this method, the III-V seed layer mesa on Si is retained while the remaining part of the 
seed layer is completely etched away to expose Si surface. This can be done by using 
conventional optical lithography and inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching. The 
sidewalls of the resulting III-V mesa were then covered with Si3N4 spacers by using 
PECVD and anisotropic reactive ion etching (RIE) while the top surface of the seed III-V 
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mesa is exposed for nucleation, and the exposed Si surface will support the CELOG layer 
from the seed mesa. Schematic of a CELOG cross section is shown in Figure 2.6 (a). The 
process flow for CELOG is discussed in detail in chapter 4.  

Due to high selectivity of the HVPE growth, the III-V growth starts by nucleating only 
on the seed III-V mesa top. The growth progresses in upward and lateral directions. The 
lateral growth involves downward growth towards the Si surface.43 As the growth 
proceeds the crystal grows downwards to touch the Si surface creating a direct interface. 
Even though the dislocations present in the seed can propagate to the growing crystal 
surface, the dislocations travel to the surface along {111} plane, they cannot bend down 
towards the Si surface. Thus the downward grown regions are free of dislocations. This 
downward growth makes CELOG techniques different from other heteroepitaxial 
methods and resembles ‘bonding’. CELOG is a bonding process happening at high 
temperatures where the growing III-V crystal is fused with the Si surface. In principle, 
any crystalline materials can be grown on any substrate with CELOG process. Growth 
anisotropy on different crystal orientation is encountered in CELOG as well. The 
preferential impurity incorporation on certain planes are observed. Diffusion of Si atoms 
to the III-V layer is also observed in the CELOG. 

   
Figure 2.6: (a) Schematic of CELOG InP on Si cross-section showing defect filtration. (b) cross-section 
SEM image of CELOG InP on Si with a InP-seed stripes aligned 30° off [110] direction.  

This work is about the growth and device applications of III-V/Si heterojunctions 
realised by ELOG/CELOG method. We employed HVPE for growth of ELOG/CELOG 
III-V layers on silicon. The ELOG/CELOG layers were extensively characterized with 
techniques such as XRD, PL, TRPL, Raman, SEM, EDS, CL and TEM. We have 
demonstrated an electrically injected MQW LED on ELOG InP/Si which is discussed in 
chapter 3. We employed CELOG technology to realize high quality III-V/Si 
heterojunctions and successfully demonstrated different solar cell designs on the CELOG 
templates, the results of which are presented in chapter 4 and 5.  
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3. Multi-quantum Well laser structure on ELOG InP/Si 

Realizing a light source on Si is one of the most important challenges in silicon 
photonics. Monolithic growth of III-Vs on Si leads to the formation of dislocations which 
degrade the devices performance. We used ELOG technique to filter out the defects 
propagating from the seed layer to the active layers of a multi quantum well (MQW) 
laser structure grown on Si. The ELOG technique is shown to enhance the optical quality 
of the MQW on Si substrate. Strong luminescence is observed from the electrically 
injected MQW on InP/Si. The results show that further optimization of ELOG method 
can lead to monolithic integration of III-V lasers on silicon. This work is presented in 
Paper E. 

3.1  ELOG InP/Si 

A thin layer of InP (thickness =2 µm) was epitaxially grown by metal organic vapour 
phase epitaxy (MOVPE) on an n-type (001) Si substrate with 4o off cut toward <111> 
direction. Plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) was used to deposit 400 
nm thick SiO2. Multiple circular discs of SiO2 with a diameter of 30 µm was then 
realised by using optical lithography and wet-etching of SiO2 by buffered HF (BOE). The 
ELOG mask patterns consisted of circular discs arranged in a triangular lattice. 
Schematic of the ELOG circular mask pattern on Si substrate and microscope images are 
shown in Figure 3.1. InP layer is grown on this template in HVPE reactor. The ELOG 
InP growth consisted of a 5 min growth of semi-insulating InP:Fe (SI-InP) followed by 
75 min unintentionally doped (UID) InP growth at 590°c. A 20 µm thick coalesced 
ELOG InP was targeted in this growth. 

 
Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic drawing of ELOG template on silicon substrate. (b) Microscope image of the 
ELOG template. 

A fully coalesced InP layer was achieved on the patterned Si substrate after the growth 
(Fig. 3.2 a). The coalesced ELOG layer surface was rough with a root mean square 
(RMS) surface roughness of 40 nm. The ELOG InP surface was then subjected to 
chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) to make a smoother surface. After CMP, average 
RMS roughness about 1.5 nm is obtained from AFM measurement (3μm x 3μm scan 
windows). Holes appeared in some regions of the ELOG InP layer after CMP. The holes 
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appear due to the formation of voids in the coalesced ELOG regions and they get 
exposed to the top surface during CMP, as seen in Figure 3.2 (b). A void seen in the 
cross section of ELOG InP/Si is shown in Figure 3.2 (c). Void formation is due to the 
facet formation in the growth fronts. The ELOG growth in HVPE proceeds by 
incorporating constituent atoms into these facets. The facet formed on the ELOG 
boundary plane, formed next to InP/Si interface, is a high index plane of {331}.43 When 
two adjacent ELOG growth fronts coalesce, the {331} planes of the corresponding 
ELOG meet at an angle and further growth of these planes are restricted, thus creating 
the voids. Voids can be minimized by optimizing the growth parameters, such as V/III 
ratio and growth temperature. 

 

 
Figure 3.2: Microscope images of the ELOG surface (a) after growth and (b) after CMP. (c) Microscope 
image of the ELOG InP/Si cross section after CMP and MQW growth. A void can be seen in the coalesced 
region. 

3.2 Characterization of ELOG InP/Si 

XRD ω-rocking curve and ω-2θ scans were performed on the polished ELOG to assess 
InP crystal quality. The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the layer peak reflects 
the material quality. ω-rocking curve FWHM of 239 arcsec and ω-2θ coupled-scan 
FWHM of 75 arcsec were measured from RLM at (004) reflection shown in Figure 3.3. 
These values are better than the best reported values by B. Shi, K. M. Lau. et. al. where 
they obtained 507 arcsec and 78 arcsec respectively for a high quality InP layer on Si, 
using dislocation filtering effects of quantum dots.44 And for epitaxial InP on 
nanostructured Si (001): the corresponding best values reported are 360 arcsec and 78 
arcsec.45,46 
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Figure 3.3: HRXRD reciprocal lattice mapping (RLM) at (004) reflection of the ELOG InP/Si. 

The PL intensity distribution on the ELOG InP/Si was investigated by room temperature 
μ-PL mapping. An area of 45×45 μm is mapped with a step size of 3 μm. Figure 3.4 
shows the PL intensity contour at the PL peak wavelength of 921 nm. The intensity of 
the PL emission depends on the defect density. High luminescence intensity is an 
indication of high crystalline quality. The PL mapping reveals high luminescence 
intensity in the ELOG region (InP on the SiO2 mask) and low luminescence intensity in 
the InP grown above the seed region. This can be explained by the defects from the seed-
InP propagating to the top surface but not laterally to the ELOG regions over SiO2 mask. 

 
Figure 3.4: PL mapping of 921 nm emission from ELOG InP on Si, after CMP. Strong luminescence is 
observed from the ELOG region indicating better crystalline quality. 

The wafer experienced warping after ELOG InP growth. This is due to the thermal strain, 
which is caused by the difference of thermal expansion coefficients of InP and Si, during 
the cooldown process after HVPE growth. Few cracks were also observed in the cross 
section of the ELOG InP/Si. No cracks were observed in optical microscope inspection 
on the top surface. The cracks could be formed during CMP, these remains to be 
investigated. For thick layers, wafer bowing is common in wafer bonding47 and direct 
epitaxy.38 The cracks and bowing can be controlled by restricting the coalescence area to 
the required device area, as shown by S. Oh, et.al where 2mm×2mm size crack-free areas 
were obtained for a 5.8 μm GaAs on Si by creating intentional cracks at the boundary.48 
Warpage resulted in uneven polishing of the wafer, where more ELOG InP material was 
removed from the edges of the wafer than from the center. Due to the warpage of ELOG 
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InP/Si, the wafer was broken into two equal halves during CMP. This also led to a 
different orientation of the top surface which is discussed in next section.  

3.3 MQW laser structure on ELOG InP/Si 

Multi quantum well (MQW) structure was grown on the polished ELOG InP/Si by 
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The surface morphology of the MQW grown ELOG 
layer is shown in a microscope image in Figure 3.5 (a). The reason for uneven surface 
morphology after MBE growth is not clear. It could be due to the presence of high index 
planes on the surface. It can also be due to the dislocations propagating from the seed 
regions or from CMP damages on the surface.  

 

 
Figure 3.5: (a) Microscope image of the top surface of MQW grown on ELOG InP/Si showing a rough 
surface morphology. Microscopically uniform areas can also be seen. (b) Schematic view of the laser 
structure processed for electroluminescence measurement. (c) Cross section SEM image of ELOG InP/Si 
with MQW. 

Room temperature Raman spectra from the samples after different processing stages are 
shown in Fig. 3.6. Raman spectrum measured on (001) surface of the InP-seed/Si shows 
InP LO mode (at 344 cm-1) and InP TO mode is forbidden in this geometry.  In the 
Raman spectrum of ELOG InP, only LO mode is expected. Even though LO mode is 
dominant here, TO mode appear in the background. This could be due to the warpage and 
rough morphology of the ELOG surface. Raman spectrum from ELOG InP/Si after CMP 
showed both LO and TO peaks indicating the surface plane is not exact (001), since the 
TO mode comes from (110) or (111) orientations.49 The TO mode (at 304 cm-1) arises 
after the CMP on ELOG InP. The new surface, off oriented from (001), is formed during 
CMP due to warping of the wafer.  
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Figure 3.6: Raman shift of InP-seed/Si, ELOG InP/Si after growth, ELOG InP/Si after CMP and InP on 
MQW measured from the top (100) surface. A 514.5 nm Ar+ laser beam was used as the excitation source. 

Warping was easily observable after the ELOG process, where the sample was wobbling 
when placed on a glass plate. While polishing this warped surface, material from the 
ELOG surface are removed at an angle, exposing crystal planes other than (001) also, 
and end up with a higher index plane on the surface constituting other planes, such as 
(111) and (110). The presence of both LO and TO peaks in the Raman spectrum of InP 
layer grown on MQW suggests that the higher index surface orientation is maintained in 
latter growths also.  

 
Figure 3.7: PL emission spectra acquired from MQW above ELOG and MQW above seed regions. The 
inset shows the PL intensity distribution of the MQW emission (1529 nm).  

PL and Raman data were collected from the sample after removing the p-InGaAs contact 
layer and the cladding layer by wet etching. PL intensity distribution of the MQW 
emission wavelength of 1529 nm is shown in Figure 3.7. Strong luminescence is 
observed from the MQW above ELOG regions. The MQW PL emission is almost 
vanished above the seed region. The interference fringes in spectra are due to the Fabry-
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perot (FP) cavity formed between the air/MQW interface and the SiO2 mask (over InP-
seed/Si). The FP modes are evenly spaced at ~26 nm apart. Taking the refractive index of 
InP as 3.16 and the FP mode spacing as 26 nm, the cavity length calculated was 14μm, 
which is same as the thickness of the InP layer measured from the cross-section SEM. 
MQW PL intensity also depends on the morphology of the surface. On rough regions the 
MQW PL intensity is weak, but FP fringes can be observed. 

 
Figure 3.8: (a) InP PL intensity map (of 920 nm emission) on the cross-section of ELOG InP/Si. On the 
right, a corresponding SEM cross section image of ELOG InP/Si is shown.  

InP PL intensity of 920 nm emission is mapped from the cross-section of ELOG InP/Si 
(Figure 3.8). Strong luminescence was observed in the top region of the ELOG InP. This 
is due to dislocation reduction by thickness effect. Due to ELOG dislocation filtering 
mechanism, the region above the SiO2 mask shows the highest PL intensity. PL intensity 
in the InP-seed and near the SiO2 mask-opening in the ELOG layer region is very low 
due to the high dislocation density. 

The surface roughness after the MQW growth was too high for laser fabrication; so, the 
wafer was processed to a light emitting diode (LED) structure for electroluminescence 
measurement. Schematic of the MQW LED structure is shown in Figure 3.5 (b). LEDs 
with mesa diameters from 20 to 200 microns were processed. Top view microscope and 
SEM images of the devices are shown in Figure 3.9. The disk-shaped p-contact of Ti-Au 
(20-200nm) was made via. lift-off. A 760nm thick SiO2 was used as a mask to form 
mesas. InP material was then etched using CH4/Cl2/H2 ICP etch chemistry and followed 
by a short wet etch (HCl:H3PO4 1:4), through the MQW active region. The oxide mask 
was then etched away using buffered HF solution. Au-Ge-Ni-Au contact was deposited 
using shadow-mask evaporation. The contacts were then annealed at 380°C for 5 
minutes.  
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Figure 3.9: Top view microscope image (left) and SEM image of the processed MQW LED. 

The electroluminescence spectra from the processed MQW LED at different current 
injection levels are shown in Figure 3.10. The wavelength of MQW emission is around 
the target value of 1.53 µm. The electroluminescence intensity increases with the current. 
It should be noted that, part of the emitted light is absorbed by the InGaAs contact layer 
at the top of the device. The devices with small area showed luminescence. The smallest 
devices, with diameter of 30 μm, showed the highest luminescence intensities. The area 
of the smallest devices is almost equal to the area of a single ELOG region. Thus, the 
small-area devices could be on top of an ELOG region where the defect density is low. 
Whereas the larger area devices may include ELOG and neighboring seed regions where 
the defect density is high, thus increasing the non-radiative recombination. By making 
the devices selectively on ELOG regions and by isolating the seed regions, we could 
convert the strong spontaneous emission observed into stimulated emission to yield 
lasing. The devices exhibited net optical gain and transparency current measurements 
were done on the 50 µm diameter devices (described in paper E). Transparency current 
values ranging from 7 mA to 25 mA, depending on wavelength, were obtained from 
these devices. 

 
Figure 3.10: Electroluminescence spectrum of InGaAs/InP MQW laser structure on InP/Si at different 
injection level. The electroluminescence intensity increases with the current. 
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This is among the first report on electrically injected InGaAs/InP MQW structure on Si. 
The FWHM of the electroluminescence spectrum (around 1.53 µm) is ~185 nm and the 
FWHM of photoluminescence spectrum varies between 80-100 nm. InGaAs/InP QW on 
nano-ridges in Si gave a photoluminescence peak around 1545 nm with a FWHM of 146 
nm.50,51 Photoluminescence from a InGaAs/InP MQW nanowires grown on the V-groove 
patterned SOI substrate gave a FWHM of ~170 nm.52 Megalini et al. showed 
photoluminescence from InGaAsP/InP MQW on Si (direct growth of InP on narrow 
trenches on an SOI substrate) and the FWHM of their PL spectrum (at 1567 nm) is ~160 
nm.53 InGaAs MQW on III-V substrates can have narrow PL spectrum with a FWHM of 
typically 30-50nm. The broadening of the spectrum can be caused by the non-uniform 
thickness of the QWs and the non-uniformity in composition of the QWs.54 Both non 
uniformities can arise due to roughness of the growth surface where preferential 
incorporation of III-V elements occurs. 

The PL and EL spectra appear in the same range. But FP interference is observed only in 
the PL. The absence of FP fringes in EL could be due to its large area, compared to PL 
excitation, which could include both ELOG regions and the seed regions between them. 
Thus, the resonance cavity is not present uniformly in the whole device region and the 
defective seed regions can effectively absorb the photons by non-radiative recombination 
at the defects. While in PL, the excitation region is only few microns wide and the ELOG 
layers above the SiO2 mask can act as a FP cavity. 

In summary, optical gain from a MQW laser structure grown on an ELOG InP/Si 
template is demonstrated for the first time. The strong luminescence from the electrically 
injected LEDs is encouraging for further development of lasers on silicon via ELOG 
method.  
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4. CELOG InP/Si heterojunction and device applications 

The advantage of CELOG over ELOG method is that a direct III-V/Si heterojuction can 
be achieved in CELOG. Thus, devices such as Si based multi-junction solar cells that 
require direct III-V/Si heterojuctions are possible via. CELOG method. In this chapter, 
high crystalline quality epitaxial InP layer on Si realized by CELOG method is 
demonstrated. Extensive characterization results show high quality InP/Si heterojunction 
(presented in Paper C). The CELOG InP/Si has been processed into an n-InP/p-Si 
photodiode (presented in Paper A). The CELOG InP/Si is also used to fabricate an InP 
PIN diode with the CELOG InP/Si acting as a virtual substrate. The device results are 
presented. Exploitation of the CELOG technology to realize high quality III-V/Si 
heterojunctions will facilitate the fabrication of high efficiency cost effective III-V multi-
junction solar cells on silicon. 

4.1 Properties of CELOG InP/Si 

4.1.1   CELOG InP/Si fabrication 

The CELOG pattern was made on a p-type (001) Si substrate with 4° off cut toward 
[111] direction. A 500 nm thin GaAs buffer layer followed by a 2 μm thick InP-seed 
layer were deposited on the Si substrate by metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE). 
The InP-seed layer is etched using inductively coupled plasma (ICP) and SiO2 mask 
pattern, to make a circular InP mesa pattern. Si3N4 (200 nm thickness) was deposited by 
PECVD on this InP-seed mesa structure on Si, covering the whole pattern including the 
mesa sidewalls. CHF3 based reactive ion etching (RIE) was used to anisotropically etch 
away the Si3N4 from the top of InP mesa and from the exposed Si surface in a self-
aligned manner, while the Si3N4 on the sidewalls of the InP seed, called spacer layers, 
was left unetched due to the anisotropic etching. Process flow of InP-seed mesa 
fabrication is shown Figure 4.1 (a)-(d). The ring openings were arranged in a triangular 
lattice with a diameter of 30 μm and with spacing of 3 μm. Circular seed pattern is 
chosen to enhance the coalescence of the CELOG layers. Earlier studies on CELOG 
conducted on stripe openings showed that coalescence was hindered if the spacing 
between the stripes is too large.29,43 Schematic of the InP-seed mesa pattern on Si before 
CELOG and after CELOG is shown in Figure 4.1 (e) and (f) respectively. 

The mesa pattern was cleaned in buffered HF diluted by iso-propanol in 1:10 volume 
ratio for 15 s, before loading the processed substrate into the reactor, to remove the oxide 
on the Si surface. The CELOG growth consisted of growth of semi-insulating InP:Fe (SI-
InP) growth (5 min) followed by an unintentionally doped (UID) InP growth (25 min) in 
our HVPE. 
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Figure 4.1: (a)-(d) Process flow of CELOG template fabrication. (e) Schematic of the InP-seed pattern on 
Si before CELOG. (f) Schematic of the CELOG InP/Si cross-section after growth. 

The reactor pressure was at 20 mbar with flows of 120 sccm PH3 and 12 sccm InCl. The 
growth temperature was 590°C. The resistivity of SI-InP was >2x108 Ω.cm. The residual 
n-type doping of concentration 1.5x1015cm-3 is normally found at this growth conditions. 
UID layer of low carrier concentration was chosen to form n-InP/p-Si heterojunction due 
to its higher lateral growth rate so that complete coverage of CELOG on Si surface can 
be achieved. There has been considerable reduction in growth rate and coverage for 
highly n-doped CELOG InP. The HVPE growth is highly selective and no nucleation or 
growth happens on the Si surface. The CELOG growth starts by nucleating on the InP-
seed mesa and proceeds vertically and laterally. And finally, the growth fronts of the ring 
mesas coalesce to form a coherent CELOG layer on Si. The initial SI-InP is to have an 
electrical insulation, to prevent charge carriers diffusing to the InP-seed region where 
defect density is high. The SI-InP growth only covers the top of the InP-seed mesa and 
does not contribute in the further growth towards the Si surface. The morphology and the 
optical properties of CELOG InP/Si were studied with SEM, TEM, XRD, PL and 
Raman.  

4.1.2   Morphology of CELOG InP/Si 

The CELOG InP/Si sample is cleaved along [-110] direction to expose (110) surface. A 
coherent layer of CELOG InP on Si can be seen in the cross sectional SEM image in 
Figure 4.2 (a). The SEM image clearly shows fully coalesced CELOG n-InP and forms a 
continuous n-InP layer with a thickness of 20μm on the Si substrate. The inset of Figure 
4.2 (a) shows there is no growth on the sidewalls and voids are created next to the 
sidewalls since the growth fronts are faceted. Void formation is understood to be caused 
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by the CELOG growth fronts where low growth-rate facets are formed next to the seed 
sidewalls and the growth at this facet is stopped after the growing layer makes an 
interface with Si. It remains to be seen if the void formation can be eliminated at all by 
optimizing the V/III ratio and growth temperature and hence further investigation is 
needed.  

  
Figure 4.2: a) Cross-section SEM image of CELOG InP/Si heterojunction. The black arrows indicate the 
growth directions and evolution of CELOG which is initiated on the surface of InP-seeds. B) Schematic of 
CELOG cross sections. I, II, III and IV corresponds to seed region, region above seed, region above 
CELOG interface and CELOG region, respectively. 

  
Figure 4.3: AFM surface images showing rough morphology of the coalesced CELOG InP/Si. 

Atomic force microscope (AFM) images in Figure 4.3 show the rough morphology of 
CELOG InP/Si surface. Average root-mean-square (RMS) roughness of 39 nm was 
measured for 20μm x 20μm scan windows. Although it is rather high for further 
processing, subsequent chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) on the CELOG surface 
can minimize the roughness. 

4.1.3   XRD studies on CELOG InP/Si 

The crystalline quality of CELOG n-InP/p-Si was characterized by high resolution XRD 
reciprocal lattice mapping (RLM) with symmetric (004) and asymmetric (224) 
reflections as shown in Figure 4.4. In the (224) asymmetric reflection, the intensity 
contours of the InP layer are symmetric around the (224) direction line, indicating a fully 
relaxed InP layer with respect to the Si substrate. The FWHM of ω-2θ scan of (004) 

(a) (b) 
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reflection from CELOG n-InP/p-Si is 65 arcsec and the FWHM of ω scan is 284 arcsec, 
which are much lower than the values of the seed InP layer on Si grown by MOVPE, 105 
arcsec and 470 arcsec respectively. These values are lower than those obtained for 
epitaxial InP on nanostructured Si (001): the corresponding best values reported by Li et 
al.45 are 78 and 360 arcsec; Merckling et al.55 report FWHM of ω scan as 540 arcsec. Shi 
et. al. obtained ω-2θ FWHM of 78 arcsec and ω FWHM of 507 arcsec for a high quality 
InP buffer on Si, using dislocation filtering effects of quantum dots.44 

 
Figure 4.4: XRD RLM of (a) seed-InP/Si and (b) CELOG InP/Si along symmetric (004) and asymmetric 
(224) reflections. Fully relaxed InP layers are obtained in CELOG. 

The dislocation densities in the CELOG InP layer and the seed InP layer can be estimated 
from XRD rocking curves, as shown by Ayers.56 The full width at half maximum of the 
measured curve (βm) is given by 

βm
2=β0

2 + βd
2 + βα

2 + βε
2 + βL

2 + βr
2     (4.1) 

where β0 and βd are the intrinsic rocking curve width for the sample and the analyzing 
monochromator crystals. βα, βε, βL, and βr are the rocking curve broadenings due to 
angular rotation (mosaic tilt) at dislocations, strain surrounding the dislocations, crystal 
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size, and curvature of the sample, respectively. Contributions from β0 and βd are less than 
10 arcsec and can be neglected. Crystal size broadening (βL) can be neglected for layers 
thicker than 1.0μm and curvature broadening (βr) can also be neglected since the 
substrate is much thicker than the epi-layer (warping could be present in the sample but 
was not visible, could be due to smaller sample size. InP/Si ELOG on a 3’’ full wafer 
showed warping of substrate as described in chapter 3). Thus the rocking curve 
broadening in this case mostly arises from the contributions from mosaic tilt associated 
with dislocations and strain surrounding the dislocations.  

The rocking curve broadening due to strain is given by 

βε
 2= Kε tan2θ       (4.2) 

where Kε is a proportionality constant related to strain in the layer and θ is Bragg angle of 
the diffracting plane. Thus equation 4.1 can be written as: 

βm
2=βα

2 + Kε tan2θ      (4.3) 

βm can be obtained from the rocking curves for two or more different XRD reflections. 
By using equation 4.3, a function of βm

2 versus tan2θ can be plotted. The plot is a straight 
line with intercept, βα

2 and slope Kε. The dislocation density, D can be calculated from: 

D= βα
2 /4.36×b2       (4.4) 

where b is the Burger's vector, for InP b= a/√2 (where a=5.8687 Å). The βm values, the 
extracted intercepts (βα

2) and the calculated dislocation densities (D) from equation 4.4 
are listed in Table 4.1.  

Sample βm (arcsec) βα
2 (arcsec2) D (cm-2) 

(0 0 4) (2 2 4) 

Seed InP/Si 470 497 190572 6×108 

CELOG n-InP/p-Si 284 300 69947 2×108 

Table 4.1. XRD results from the seed InP and CELOG n-InP/p-Si. βm is measured from full width at half 
maximum of rocking curve for each reflection. βα

2 value is extracted from the plot of equation (4.3). 
Dislocation density, D is calculated from equation (4.4). 

This treatment suggests that there is only 3 times improvement in dislocation density for 
the CELOG InP from the seed. The dislocation density calculated from XRD 
measurements and lifetime measurements matches for the seed InP. But in the case of 
CELOG InP, there is a difference of one order of magnitude between the two methods. 
This discrepancy can be expected: since the X-rays penetrate deeper into the layers, the 
XRD results will include the information from the seed InP layers also. Contrarily the 
smaller penetration depth in PL excludes the information from the seed. Further, the 
curvature broadening was not considered in the calculation from XRD which makes this 
calculation rather less accurate. 
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4.1.4   TEM of CELOG InP/Si interface 

TEM is conducted on the cross section of CELOG InP/Si interface to check the 
crystalline quality. The seed InP layer grown on Si by MOVPE amounts to a high 
dislocation density (~109cm-2) due to the ~8% lattice mismatch.57 TEM inspections in the 
CELOG region revealed coherent InP/Si interface without stacking faults or threading 
dislocations (Figure 4.5 (a)). The irregularities at the InP/Si interface is possibly due to 
the etching on the Si surface during CELOG pattern processing. The HR-TEM image 
reveals a highly crystalline InP layer, with InP atoms following the arrangement of Si 
atoms of the substrate (Figure 4.5 (b)). The downward growing InP crystal is fused to the 
Si substrate and the growth temperature facilitates the formation of bonds between InP 
and Si substrate. This is similar to the bonding technology where a solid crystal is 
brought in contact with a substrate and annealed to form chemical bonds between them. 

 
Figure 4.5: (a) Bright field XTEM image of CELOG showing a coherent InP layer on Si with no threading 
dislocations or stacking faults in the inspected CELOG regions. (b) HRTEM from CELOG InP/Si 
interface. The yellow lines in the HRTEM image are parallel to (110) atomic planes. Counting the (110) 
atomic planes between the lines, in InP and Si, one misfit dislocation at the interface can be inferred.  

Misfit dislocations can be inferred in the CELOG layer by counting the number of (110) 
atomic planes in InP and in Si regions in the HR-TEM image (Figure 4.5 (b)). One can 
find 14 InP planes corresponding to 15 Si planes within the parallel lines marked in the 
TEM image. Thus there are misfit dislocations at the interface but is not clearly visible in 
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the HR-TEM image. InP and Si has 8% lattice mismatch. The mismatch was 
accommodated by the misfit dislocations where one less {110} InP atomic plane 
corresponding to Si atomic planes is observed, for every 5 nm distance at the InP/Si 
interface. In direct heteroepitaxial growth each misfit dislocation creates two threading 
dislocations which propagate to a surface. But in CELOG the misfit dislocations found at 
the interface are edge dislocations confined only to the InP/Si interface and do not 
generate threading dislocations that propagate to the growing surface. This type of misfit 
edge dislocations confined to an interface is commonly found in wafer-bonded 
heterointerfaces.58 This is a confirmation that the CELOG process leads to an epitaxial 
layer with quality comparable to the bonding technology while having all the advantages 
of monolithic approach. 

 
Figure 4.6: (a) Bright field XTEM image showing the smooth interface between InP and Si in the CELOG 
region. (b) Selected area electron diffraction pattern from the InP/Si interfacial region showing both InP 
and Si diffraction spots. Images reprinted with permission from ref [59], OSA.59 

A maximum possible defect density can be estimated from the TEM measurements, since 
no defects were observed in the inspected regions. Taking the dimensions of the bright 
field image shown in Figure 4.6 (a) and a sample thickness of 200 nm, a threading 
dislocations density less than ~3×108 cm-2 can be expected in the CELOG region. In the 
selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern taken from the InP/Si interface, in the CELOG 
region (Figure 4.6 (b)), the reflections originating from both the Si substrate and the InP 
film are visible and are separated from each other, which indicates a coherent InP/Si 
interface without an amorphous interlayer. The InP reflections in the SAD pattern follow 
the expected cubic symmetry which shows that the CELOG region is highly crystalline. 

4.1.5   Cathodoluminescence studies on CELOG InP/Si 

Panchromatic Cathodoluminescence (PCL) images were taken from the cross section of 
the CELOG InP/Si with a CL detector attached to an SEM. Electron-beam excitation 
causes the emission by all the luminescence mechanisms present in the semiconductor 
and the penetration depth is typically higher than photo excitation. Figure 4.7 shows the 
SEM images and the corresponding PCL images of CELOG InP /Si cross section, taken 
at 80K. The bright regions in the PCL images correspond to regions with higher radiative 
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recombination and dark regions correspond to higher density of non-radiative 
recombination centers.60  

The InP seed regions (region I) are dark in the PCL images where the dislocation density 
is high. Since the seed InP was grown directly on Si substrate with MOVPE, the high 
lattice mismatch leads to high density threading dislocations (∼109cm-2). In the region 
above the seed (region II), the luminescence starts to appear. This is due to the 
dislocation annihilation reaction.8 Many dislocations propagating from the seed gets 
annihilated by creating dislocation loops as the layer grows, until certain thickness where 
the probability of meeting two dislocations reduces. 

In the region III, the CL intensity is comparable to the region II. The threading 
dislocations present in the InP seeds can escape to the lateral regions of the seed. Thus, 
these regions are with a finite amount of threading dislocations which were originated in 
the seed. The region IV is the most interesting region, we call it CELOG region. CL 
images show bright emission in this region which indicates high crystalline quality in this 
region. The dislocations originating from the seed are mostly 60° dislocations and they 
propagate on the {111} plane. They can escape to the lateral regions of the seed, at an 
angle along {111} plane, but cannot bend down towards the silicon substrate. Thus, the 
CELOG region has low density dislocations as can be seem from the CL images. 

 
Figure 4.7: Cross section SEM images (a, c) and panchromatic CL images (b, d) of CELOG InP /Si cross 
section. The dark contrasts in the SEM images are due to the voids created during growth and surface 
roughness. 
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The CL spectra were acquired with spectrum image mode from selected regions of the 
CELOG samples. The pan-CL image and the local CL spectra acquired from the CELOG 
sample are shown in Figure 4.8 (a). Emissions at 892 nm (1.39 eV), 903 nm (1.37 eV), 
967 nm (1.28 eV) and a broad tail at 1120 nm (1.107 eV) were observed in the spectra. 
The spatial distribution of the different emission wavelengths was extracted from the 
spectrum images. The CL emission maps at wavelengths of 892 nm, 967 nm, and 1120 
nm in the CELOG cross section are shown in Figure 4.8 (b).  

The CL emission bands are not-uniform across the CELOG cross section. The CL 
emission at 892 nm (1.39 eV) is due to donor acceptor pair (DAP) transition61 and is 
close to the InP band edge transition (BE) of 1.413 eV at 80 K.62 An extra peak at 903 
nm, along with 892 nm peak, is seen near the interface of CELOG InP/Si (S3, in Figure 
4.8 (a)). This peak vanishes around 4 μm away from the interface. This emission at 903 
nm is attributed to the donor to acceptor transition, where Si acts as shallow donor in 
InP.63 Si incorporation happens during the growth due to gas phase transport of the Si to 
the epitaxial layers.64,65  

Figure 4.8: (a) CL spectra from different sites. Sites (S1-S4) are indicated in the panCL image in the inset. 
(b) Monochromatic CL images (CL emission maps) at wavelengths 892 nm, 967 nm and 1120 nm. The 
yellow markings in the CL images indicate the rough position of InP/Si interface. Images reprinted with 
permission from ref [59], OSA.59  

CL emission at 967 nm becomes dominant at the top of the CELOG layer (S1 and S4 in 
Figure 4.8 (a)). The 967 nm emission is spatially anticorrelated with the 892 nm emission 
as seen in Figure 4.8 (b). The emission at 967 nm is attributed to a donor level created by 
an oxygen atom replacing a P atom66,67 which could happen during the metallization 
process for PIN diode fabrication as is the case with this sample. In fact, the CL 
measurements were done after the CELOG structure was processed to a PIN diode 
(Section 4.2.1). Phosphorous out-diffusion and oxygen in-diffusion from the native InP-
oxide layer can happen during the annealing at 380°C to make the ohmic contacts after 
depositing metal contacts. Such oxygen complexes are present only near the top surface 
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of the device as observed in 967nm emission map. A broad emission around 1120 nm 
was observed indicating a deep level (Figure 4.8 (a)). The broad emission is referred as 
C-band in InP and are deep levels in the band gap due to point defects. This band is due 
to a pair involving species of a donor like phosphorus vacancy (VP) band and an acceptor 
like indium vacancy band.68,69 The intensity of this band is affected by the crystalline 
quality and intensity is much lower in the seed InP region than that of at the CELOG 
region.  

PL intensity is related to defect density in the crystal. Higher PL intensity shows better 
crystal quality. Room temperature micro-PL (µ-PL) mapping was done on the CELOG 
InP/Si cross-section. An area of 30 µm×15 µm was scanned with a step size of 2 µm and 
1 µm along X-axis and Y-axis, respectively. The measured PL intensity map at peak 
wavelength of λ=920 nm is shown in Figure 4.9. The PL map shows the same trend as 
observed in CL map. The seed InP has a low PL intensity due to the presence of high-
density dislocations. PL intensity increases above the seed InP due to defect annihilation 
during growth. The CELOG region shows the highest intensity in the map demonstrating 
the dislocation filtering mechanism in CELOG. 

 
Figure 4.9: PL intensity contour at 920 nm of the cross-section of CELOG InP/Si. The CELOG InP region 
shows the highest PL intensity suggesting high quality. 

4.1.6   Time resolved photoluminescence on CELOG InP/Si 

Nonradiative recombination in a semiconductor depends on the density of defects in the 
crystal such as surface and interface defects, point and extended defects.70 PL decay time 
is determined by radiative (τR) and nonradiative (τNR) recombination times via. 1/τPL = 1/ 
τR + τNR. A longer PL lifetime is an indication of a lower defect in the material. TRPL 
was done on the cross section of CELOG InP/Si sample, i.e. (110) surface of CELOG. 
TRPL decay curves acquired from different positions on the cross section (110) surface 
of CELOG are shown in Figure 4.10. TRPL was acquired from the CELOG cross section 
along two line-scans; one scan through the seed InP region (seed-scan) and another line 
scan through CELOG InP/Si interface (CELOG-scan). The shape and the lifetime of the 
PL decay curves were position dependent. Single exponential PL decays are straight 
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forward to interpret and the lifetime of photo-generated carriers (τ) can be obtained by 
fitting TRPL spectrum to a single exponential curve. Double exponential decay curves 
indicate involvement of two recombination mechanisms, a faster process and a slower 
process. The slope of the faster part in TRPL spectrum gives τ1 and the slope of the 
slower part gives τ2.  

In the seed-scan, the decay is double exponential near the top of cross section (region A 
in Figure 4.10-d). As the measurement spot comes to the middle of the sample cross 
sections the decay becomes single exponential (region B in Figure 4.10-d) and the life 
time increases, but when the spot moves closer to the InP/Si interface (seed region or 
region C in Figure 4.10-d) the decays become double exponential again and the lifetime 
values decreases. The reduced lifetimes near the seed region is due to the high dislocation 
density in the seed InP. The fast recombination rate is due to the Shockley-Hall-Read 
(SRH) recombination at the dislocations. The quality of the InP crystal improves as the 
growth proceeds, due to dislocation annihilation process, where a number of dislocations 
get annihilated by creating dislocation loops when the crystal grows. The PL lifetime 
value gradually increases to ~640 ps around 10um from the seed/Si interface. 

In CELOG-scan, the decay is double-exponential near the top of cross section similar to 
the seed scan. The decays become single exponential near the middle of the sample cross 
sections. As the measurement spot moves closer to the InP/Si interface, the lifetime 
gradually increases and remains single exponential for the CELOG-scan. On comparing 
both, seed scan and CELOG scan, the decays near the middle (region B in Figure 4.10) 
and the top (region A in Figure 4.10) shows similar trend and decay times are 
comparable. A similar decay mechanism could be present in region A of both the scans.  

In the double exponential decays observed in region A, the faster decay part (τ1) can be 
attributed to carrier diffusion and surface/interface recombination. Faster decay due to 
carrier diffusion occurs when the excitation spot is small and within the diffusion 
distance to an adjacent surface containing surface recombination centers71. As the 
excitation spot approaches the (001) surface more and more photoexcited carriers reach 
this surface and recombine non-radiatively, thereby reducing τ1. The slower decay 
component (τ2) can also be affected by the carrier diffusion.  The recombination at the 
surface acts as a sink which speed up the diffusion process by increasing the 
concentration gradient of photo-excited-carriers. 

In the CELOG-scan, longest lifetimes (~700 ps) were observed near the InP/Si interface, 
around 5 μm to 2 μm near the interface. This clearly suggests that the material near the 
interface is of high crystalline quality. High lifetime values near the CELOG interface 
than that of highest value in the seed scan suggests that the CELOG method is more 
efficient in dislocation reduction than defect filtering by growing thick layers. Very close 
to the CELOG InP/Si interface, around 2 µm from interface, the lifetime drops and PL 
decay becomes double exponential. Interface recombination at the InP/Si interface makes 
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the decay faster near the interface. Compared to the recombination rate at the top surface, 
this recombination rate is much lower because of the interface with Si. The Si neutralizes 
the dangling bonds reducing the surface recombination velocity (SRV) at the interface. 
Dangling bonds associated with misfit dislocations are present at CELOG InP/Si 
interface, which causes the non-radiative recombination at the interface.  

 
Figure 4.10: Representative TRPL decay curves from the CELOG cross section vertically along (a) 
CELOG region (CELOG-scan) and (c) seed region (seed-scan). The measurement spots are marked in the 
inset SEM image of CELOG cross-section. The numbers denote the distances of the measured points from 
the CELOG top surface. Carrier life times extracted from the line scannings are shown in (b) and (d). 

TRPL decay of CELOG InP is compared with heteroepitaxial InP/Si (seed InP/Si) grown 
in MOVPE and homoepitaxial InP/InP grown in HVPE (Figure 4.11). Homoepitaxial 
InP/InP gave the highest carrier lifetime of 1710 ps, which has the best material quality 
among the samples. The carrier lifetime on the (001) surface of CELOG InP/Si is 745 ps 
and is comparable to the highest decay time observed in the CELOG cross-section scan. 
This value is much higher than the decay times extracted from the top of CELOG cross-
section. The difference is due to the surface recombination at the extra (001) surface in 
the latter case. The defective seed InP/Si grown with MOVPE gave a short PL lifetime of 
150 ps which is due to high dislocation density.  
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of time resolved PL decay curves of CELOG n-InP/p-Si to the reference InP 
materials measured on the (001) surface. InP on InP and Seed InP on Si refer to homoepitaxial InP grown 
by HVPE and to heteroepitaxy conducted by MOVPE, respectively. Decay curves from CELOG top (001) 
surface and from cross section (110) are shown. 

Dislocation density in the CELOG was estimated from the PL lifetime values. PL 
lifetime values approach the minority carrier lifetime values in bulk semiconductors. The 
dislocation density can be calculated from the PL lifetime values. The minority-carrier 
lifetime can be written as:72  

    1
𝜏𝜏

= 1
𝜏𝜏𝑜𝑜

+ 1
𝜏𝜏𝑑𝑑

+ 1
𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖

                                                                         (4.5) 

where τo is related to unknown defects in the crystal, τd is the carrier lifetime associated 
with a dislocation recombination and τi is related to impurity recombination.  

The minority-carrier lifetime related to recombination by dislocations can be written as:  

   1
𝜏𝜏𝑑𝑑

= 𝜋𝜋2𝐷𝐷𝑁𝑁𝑑𝑑
4

                                                                                  (4.6) 

where Nd is the dislocation density and D is the carrier diffusion coefficient. The planar 
homoepitaxial InP/InP has negligible dislocation concentration and equation (4.5) can be 
written as73 
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                                                                           (4.7) 

where τmax corresponds to the lifetime value obtained in a dislocation free sample, which 
in this case is the homoepitaxial InP/InP sample grown by HVPE. The hole diffusivity Dp 
is given by Einstein relation D = 𝜇𝜇𝐾𝐾𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇 𝑒𝑒⁄  where KB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is room 
temperature, μ is the carrier mobility at room temperature and e is charge. Room 
temperature hole mobility μp = 130 cm2/Vs and Dp is approximately 3.4 cm2/s. Figure 
4.12 shows the theoretical carrier lifetime as a function of dislocation density. The 
dislocation density estimated for CELOG InP/Si is Nd=3×107 cm−2 and for seed InP/Si is  
Nd=2×108 cm−2.  
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Figure 4.12: Theoretical plot of carrier lifetime as a function of dislocation density in InP. The dislocation 
density for CELOG InP/Si and for seed InP/Si can be estimated from the plot. 

4.2 Device applications of CELOG InP/Si 

4.2.1 InP/Si heterojunction photodiode by CELOG 

A heterojunction of n-InP/p-Si realized by CELOG method as described in the previous 
section has been processed to a photodiode. The CELOG consisted of semi-insulating 
InP:Fe (SI-InP) growth followed by an unintentionally doped (UID) InP growth  in 
HVPE. The SI-InP growth is to prevent carriers reaching the seed regions where they can 
recombine due to high dislocation density. The resistivity of SI-InP is >2x108 Ωcm. The 
residual n-type doping and a carrier concentration of 1.5x1015cm-3 are obtained in the 
HVPE growth under normal growth conditions. The CELOG n-InP/p-Si was then 
processed into a photodiode. 150 µm × 150 µm n-type contacts consisting of 90 nm of 
AuGe/50 nm of Ni/150 nm of Au were deposited on the n-InP surface by e-beam 
evaporation followed by lift-off process. CMP was used to thin-down the Si substrate 
down to 100 µm. A p-type Al contact layer of thickness 600 nm was sputter deposited on 
the back of Si, and then was annealed at 380°C for 5 min to make ohmic contacts. Photo 
current-voltage (I-V) characterization was done with an Agilent B1500A Semiconductor 
Device Analyzer and LOT LS0106 full spectrum AM1.5 solar simulator. 

The I-V characteristic of the n-InP/p-Si heterojunction photodiode is shown in Figure 
4.13. Dark current of 60 µA at -1V reverse voltage were obtained corresponding to a 
dark current density 0.324 mA/cm2. Under AM1.5 illumination, an open circuit voltage 
(VOC) of 180 mV was obtained. The short circuit current of 0.35 mA was obtained under 
illumination, corresponding to a short circuit current density (JSC) of 1.89 mA/cm2. The 
external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the CELOG InP/Si photodiode, i.e. percentage of 
incident photons that contribute to photocurrent, was found to be 4.3%. And internal 
quantum efficiency (IQE) of the photodiode was found to be 6.4%.74 
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Figure 4.13: I-V characteristics of the n-InP/p-Si heterojunction photodiode realized via. CELOG method. 
Reproduced from reference [74], with the permission of AIP Publishing. 

A high short circuit current density is desired for photovoltaic applications. Because of 
the low band gap of InP (1.35 eV) and of thick layer (20μm) only fewer photogenerated 
carriers reach the depletion region lowering Jsc. High bandgap materials such as GaInP 
can be used to make CELOG on Si and the layers need to be thinned down to increase 
the efficiency of the cell.  

4.2.2 InP PIN diode grown on CELOG substrate.  

The high quality InP/Si realized by the CELOG method was used as a substrate to 
fabricate an InP PIN photodiode on Si. The CELOG growth consisted of an initial 5 min. 
SI-InP growth to have electric isolation between the CELOG InP and the defective seed 
InP layer. A sulfur doped n+-InP (n >2×1018cm-3) CELOG layer was grown on n-Si 
substrate followed by 10 min. growth of unintentionally doped InP (UID-InP). A 300 nm 
p-InP:Zn (2×1018cm-3) and a 500 nm p+-InGaAs:Zn (2×1019cm-3) lattice matched to InP 
were grown by MOVPE on the CELOG InP/Si substrate, where p-InP:Zn acts as the p-
layer in InP PIN diode and p+-InGaAs:Zn acts as the contact layer. A low-pressure (100 
mbar) Aixtron 200/4 reactor was used for MOVPE growth at a growth temperature of 
650°C and a growth rate of 0.21 nm/s. Circular p-contacts of 50nm Ti/50nm Pt/150nm 
Au with diameter of 300 µm and back contact of 300 nm Ag on Si were deposited by e-
beam evaporation. Device mesas were formed by ICP etching of the p+-InGaAs contact 
layer, the p-InP and the UID-InP above the CELOG n+-InP. The top p-contact metals 
were used as etching mask in ICP etching so that the edge of the InP PIN diode mesa is 
exposed to light. A schematic of the device is shown in Figure 4.14 (a). The fabricated 
InP PIN diode on Si was annealed at 380°C for 5 minutes. The current-voltage (I-V) 
characteristic of the PIN diode was measured by an Agilent B1500A Semiconductor 
Device Analyzer equipped with a LOT LS0106 full spectrum AM1.5 solar simulator. 

Only the mesa edge of the InP PIN diode is exposed to light. The photo-generated 
carriers formed in the UID- InP region are transported to the contacts. The current-
voltage (I-V) characteristic of the PIN diode is shown in the Figure 4.15 (b). Dark current 
density at reverse bias of -1 V was 43 mA/cm2. The increase in dark current with reverse 
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bias is due to the presence of dislocations where carrier generation can happen. Even 
though incident light falls only on the mesa edge of the InP PIN diode, open circuit 
voltage (Voc) of 340 mV and short circuit current density of 1.3 mA/cm2 are obtained 
under AM1.5 illumination. Threading dislocations in the device can reduce the Voc of 
solar cell due to higher depletion region recombination current.75 Increasing reverse dark 
current and the low Voc in the InP PIN diode could be due to the threading dislocations 
escaped to the surface of CELOG from the defective seed InP. In order to achieve 
efficiencies comparable to III-V cells fabricated on III-V substrates, the dislocation 
density in the III-V layer grown on Si should be lower than 105cm-2.  

    
Figure 4.14: (a) Device structure of InP PIN diode on virtual n+-InP/n-Si substrate. (b) Current-voltage (I-
V) characteristics at dark and light (AM1.5) of InP PIN diode. The red curve shows I-V measured under 
AM1.5 condition. 

In conclusion, device quality InP can be epitaxially grown on Si substrate by CELOG 
method. The top surface of the CELOG has relatively lower crystalline quality compared 
to the CELOG region. This region can be removed by CMP, thereby exposing the high 
quality CELOG region. III-V device structures can be fabricated on this substrate by 
isolating the defective seed regions. Seed pattern should be optimized to get maximum 
area for the CELOG region. CELOG samples can be further processed to get a template 
with the high quality CELOG regions as seed layer. A second-CELOG on this template 
will be a uniform crystalline InP layer on Si. The CELOG approach can be extended to 
other mismatched material systems, such as ternary III-V/Si heterostructures and will be 
discussed in chapter 5. Thus, high quality III-V materials on Si fabricated by this method 
can facilitate the realization of integrated photonic devices and cost effective III-V multi-
junction solar cells. 

  

 

(a) (b) 
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5. GaInP/Si heterojunction by CELOG 

III–V multijunction solar cells are the most efficient solar cells. They have reached 
impressive efficiencies of over 46%.76 But their high costs, due to expensive substrates 
and fabrication techniques, restrict their usage in large scale. Realising high quality III-
V/Si epitaxial heterostructures would lead to low-cost high-efficiency multijunction solar 
cells. In this chapter a ternary III-V compound, GaInP lattice matched to GaAs, is grown 
on Si via. CELOG method. GaInP growth conditions were optimised by ELOG 
experiments on GaAs substrate. A direct GaInP/Si heterojunction with dislocation-free 
interface was achieved via. CELOG method. 

5.1 ELOG of GaInP/GaAs 

ELOG technique is generally used for dislocation reduction in heteroepitaxy, but the aim 
of GaInP/GaAs ELOG was to study the morphology of epitaxial lateral growth of GaInP 
at optimized growth conditions. The ELOG pattern used in this experiment was similar to 
the one described in chapter 3, the only difference is the substrate being GaAs. The 
pattern fabrication is discussed in Paper B. GaInP alloys were grown at different growth 
temperatures. The precursors for GaInP were PH3, InCl, and GaCl with N2 as the carrier 
gas. The Ga composition is controlled by varying the GaCl flow while other parameters 
remain the same. Flow ratio y = GaCl/(GaCl+InCl) was varied from 0.04 to 0.09. A 
planar GaAs wafer was used as a reference sample in all ELOG growths. In some of the 
growth runs, linear ELOG patterns with line openings oriented at 30° off to [110] 
direction were also introduced but the results from linear ELOG pattern is invoked only 
when necessary. The growth conditions used for the ELOG experiments are summarized 
in Table 5.1. 

 
Table 5.1: Growth parameters used in circular ELOG on GaAs  

Sample ID 

Ts (°C) 

GaCl 
flow 

(sccm) 

InCl flow 
(sccm) PH3 flow 

(sccm) 

y =
GaCl

GaCl + InCl
 Growth 

time (min) 

Growth-rate on 
planar ref 
(μm/hour) 

A1:ELOG, 
B1:Planar  610 2 

 
20 

120 0.091 10 23.7 

A2:ELOG, 
B2:Planar  610 1.6 

 
 

20 120 0.074 10 18.6 

A3:ELOG, 
B3:Planar  610 1.4 

 
 

20 120 0.065 10 17.7 

A4:ELOG, 
B4:Planar  670 2 

 
 

20 120 0.091 10 12.9 

A5:ELOG, 
B5:Planar 670 1.4 

 
20 

120 0.065 10 3.9 

A6:ELOG, 
B6:Planar  670 0.8 

 
20 

120 0.038 10 Etching occurs 
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ELOG of GaInP growths starts by nucleating on the mask opening i.e. on GaAs surface. 
The growth proceeds vertically to fill the mask openings and then proceeds over the 
mask. Figure 5.1 Shows the SEM top view of the ELOG GaInP/ GaAs samples (A3, A4) 
grown at 610°c and 670°c. Higher temperature gave smoother morphology, but reduced 
growth rate. GaInP growth rates on the planar substrate are given in Table 1. 

 
Figure 5.1: Top view SEM images of ELOG GaInP/GaAs grown at (a) 610°c and (b) 670°c after 10 
minutes growth.  

The growth rate is proportional to the GaCl flow at a given temperature. High growth 
rates of ~24 μm/h are achieved at 610°C. Growth rate decreases as the temperature is 
increased to 670°C, due to enhanced reverse-reaction. This is an indication of growth 
close to thermodynamic regime.77 Etching of GaAs substrate occured at 670°C when 
GaCl pressure was low (y=0.038, Table 5.1). The reverse reaction can be written as: 

GaAs (c) + 4HCl (g) ↔ GaCl2 (g) + AsCl2 (g) + 2H2 (g) 

The etched ELOG substrates are shown in Figure 5.2 (c) and (d). It is interesting to note 
that the etch profiles are different for the circular ELOG (sample A6) and linear ELOG 
patterns. Higher etch rate in the latter case is due to the smaller mask-window-opening 
area where etching of substrate occurs. The HCL gas adsorbed on the mask diffuse to the 
mask window openings to facilitate etching of substrate. Since the mask coverage area in 
linear ELOG pattern is much larger (~84%) than in the case of circular ELOG patter 
(~55%), there is more HCl gas on the mask-window-openings in the linear ELOG pattern 
than in the circular ELOG pattern. ELOG GaInP/GaAs cross-sections of sample A5 is 
shown Figure 5.2 (a) and cross section of linear pattern grown in same condition is 
shown Figure 5.2 (b). Even though growth occurred at this condition, there is some 
substrate etching visible in the linear ELOG pattern, where the substrate got etched 
initially before the growth started. But no such etching visible in the circular pattern. This 
is also due to the difference in mask coverage area as explained above. But once the 
growth starts, higher precursor availability at the openings in linear ELOG patterns leads 
to a higher growth rate in this pattern than in circular pattern.  
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Figure 5.2: SEM cross section images of (a) circular ELOG cross section (sample A5) (b) linear ELOG 
pattern with line openings oriented at 30 degree off to [110] direction (c) circular ELOG (sample A6) and 
(d) linear ELOG pattern showing a different etch profile. 

In the RLM of ELOG GaInP samples (paper B), the intensity contours of GaInP layers 
are symmetric around the full-relaxation line for all samples, which indicates ELOG is 
fully relaxed and the composition is more uniform irrespective of their growth 
conditions. ELOG regions lie over the SiO2 mask and are not in direct contact with the 
GaAs substrate; therefor the substrate crystal does not force the ELOG GaInP crystal to 
follow the substrate’s lattice constant, which results in relaxed layers with low strain. 
Because of the same reason the ELOG layers show higher mosaicity.  

 
Figure 5.3: Ga content (x) in ELOG and planar GaxIn1-xP layers as a function of GaCl/(GaCl+InCl) flow 
ratio (y) extracted from XRD and PL measurements. 
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The composition of GaxIn(1-x)P is found out from the PL band edge peak’s energy using 
Vegard’s law. Ga composition value (x) in ELOG GaInP and planar GaInP as a function 
of y is depicted in Figure 5.3. The general trend is Ga content (x) increases with y. XRD 
gives an average composition of the GaInP layer since X-rays have higher penetration 
depth. Whereas PL is surface sensitive and gives the GaInP composition near the surface. 
The Ga compositions from the XRD measurements are lower than those from the PL 
data, suggesting a composition variation along the growth direction with higher Ga 
content towards the top surface. 

In order to see the initial growth composition, a thin layer of GaInP (250 nm) was grown 
with the same conditions as sample A2 (table.1). In this growth, Ga content in ELOG 
GaInP is higher than that of the planar layers and planar GaInP layer was indium rich. 
The ELOG layer was found to be relaxed in XRD RLM, while the planar layers retain 
strain. The strain in the planar layers might induce composition variation in the layer. 
GaInP grown at high temperature (670 ºC) yield a higher Ga content, which is attributed 
to facile desorption of In atoms at this temperature whereas the Ga atoms are strongly 
binding and desorption is less for Ga.78 

5.2 GaInP/Si heterointerface by CELOG method 

CELOG technique was used to realize a GaInP on Si heheterojunction. Two different 
CELOG templates were used to study the growth mechanism of CELOG GaInP/Si. One 
is a linear pattern where the seed mesa stripes are parallel and oriented along at 30° angle 
from [110] direction (Figure 5.4) and the other pattern being a circular pattern which is 
similar to the one used for CELOG InP/Si described in chapter 3 (Figure 3.1(e)). The 
growth parameters are given in Table 5.2. 

 
Figure 5.4: CELOG substrate with parallel InP-seed stripes aligned 30° off [110] direction.  

Sample 
ID 

CELOG 
pattern/Material 

Growth 
time (min) 

T(°C) InCl 
(sccm) 

GaCl 
(sccm) 

PH3 
(sccm) 

Doping 
 

3168 Circular 
pattern/GaInP 

30 590 20 2 120 UID 

3463 Linear pattern/ 
GaInP 

20 610 20 2 120 UID 

3522 Linear pattern/ 
GaInP:S 

20 610 20 2 120 S (H2S=4) 

Table 5.2. CELOG GaInP/Si growth parameters. 
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Due to the perfect selectivity of HVPE growth, the GaInP layer growth starts only on the 
InP-seed mesas and gradually grows vertically and laterally to form a junction with Si. 
Cross section SEM image of the circular CELOG GaInP/Si samples (3168) is shown in 
Figure 5.5 (a). Among the circular pattern CELOG, higher lateral growth of GaInP layer 
is achieved in sample 3168 due to the higher precursor flows. Room temperature PL 
mapping was done on the circular CELOG GaInP/Si cross section. The intensity contour 
of the peak wavelength (765 nm) is shown in Figure 5.5 (b). The intensity of the PL 
emission depends on the defect density. Region I in the map has low PL intensity since 
the threading dislocations present in the seed propagate to the surface during growth. 
This result is very similar to the previous study on CELOG InP on Si, where CELOG 
region show high PL intensity.  

  
Figure 5.5: (a) Cross-section SEM image of circular CELOG GaInP/Si (3168). (b) PL intensity contour of 
765 nm peaks on the cross-section of circular-CELOG GaInP on Si. Highest intensity is observed in the 
CELOG region (III), which indicates high crystalline quality. (Images reproduced with permission from ref 
[79],79 copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.) 

5.3 Orientation dependent Ga incorporation in CELOG GaInP/Si 

EDS mapping of elements was conducted on the cross section of circular CELOG 
GaInP/Si. In the Ga element mapping distribution is not uniform in the cross section. The 
Ga concentration along the [111] direction is comparatively lower (Figure 5.6). We 
attribute the orientation dependent Ga incorporation to the difference in the surface 
diffusion of Ga adatoms on different crystal planes during the growth. It has been 
observed that the surface diffusion length of Ga adatoms on (111)B plane is larger than 
that on (100) surface by an order of magnitude.80 Thus the Ga adatoms easily 
incorporates to (100) planes than to (111) planes. Furthermore the (111) plane is a fast 
growth plane and the high partial pressure of InCl during the growth makes In 
incorporation more favorable in this plane. The orientation dependent composition 
variation was also evident in μ-PL measurement on the CELOG GaInP/Si cross section 
(Paper B). Similar orientation dependent III elemental incorporation is reported in 
selective area growth of InGaAs.81 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 5.6: Elemental EDS maps of (a) Ga atoms and (b) In atoms in the circular CELOG GaInP/Si cross-
section. (Image reproduced with permission from ref [79], copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. 
KGaA.) 

EDS line scanning at CELOG GaInP/Si interface (paper B) reveals Si incorporation into 
the CELOG region, as observed in CELOG InP/Si. Since Si acts as n-type dopant in 
these materials, this self-doping could be beneficial for creating high doping 
concentrations at the interface to realize III–V/Si tunnel junction in which case p-Si 
rather n-Si should be used as the substrate and the III-V material should be of n-type. 

Room temperature Hall measurements were carried out on the planar reference 
GaInP/GaAs samples. The carrier concentration on the planar UID GaInP (#3463) was 
4.4x1017 cm-3 and that of planar S-doped GaInP (#3522) was 2x1018 cm-3. A planar UID 
GaInP/GaAs growth (#3221) without an adjacent CELOG pattern on Si substrate (for 
CELOG) gave much lower background doping concentration of 2x1016 cm-3. The high 
background doping in the UID GaInP (#3463) in the CELOG reference is most probably 
due to Si gas phase transport from the Si surface of the CELOG substrate.64 Hence a 
higher background doping in CELOG appears to be unavoidable.  

 
Figure 5.7: Microscope images of linear CELOG (#3463) on mesa stripes oriented along at 30° and at 60° 
angle from [110] direction. Higher lateral growth is obtained in the 30°-degree oriented stripes. 
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Figure 5.8: SEM cross section of 30° linear CELOG GaInP/Si samples (a) UID (#3463) (b) S doped 
(#3522). Higher lateral growth is achieved in UID GaInP. 

Microscope images showing surface morphology of the CELOG GaInP (#3463) on mesa 
stripes oriented along at 30° and at 60° angle from [110] direction are shown in Figure 
5.7. The CELOG mesa shapes are shown in the SEM cross section images of doped and 
undoped linear CELOG GaInP/Si samples (Figure 5.8). S-doping reduces the overall 
growth-rate but the preferential incorporation of sulphur on the (331) facets further 
reduces the lateral growth by reducing the In incorporation on this plane.43  

 
Figure 5.9: Room temperature μ-PL spectra from the top (001) surface of the S-doped (#3463) and 
unintentionally doped (#3522) CELOG GaInP grown at 610°c and their planar reference samples.  

Room temperature μ-PL spectra measured from the top (001) surface of the CELOG 
GaInP samples grown at 610°c and their respective planar reference samples are shown 
in Figure 5.9. The PL spectra from the planar samples gave only single PL peaks, at 637 
nm (1.95 eV) for UID and at 640nm (1.94 eV) for S-doped. The Ga composition, x, 
calculated from the bandgap corresponds to 0.55 and 0.54, respectively using the 
following equation.82 

Eg (eV) = 1.35 + 0.68𝑥𝑥 + 0.78 𝑥𝑥2     (1) 

The composition change for planar growth is within the experimental reproducibility. 
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The PL spectra from the CELOG samples exhibit two peaks. For the CELOG GaInP:S, a 
major peak at 635 nm and a secondary peak in the form of a shoulder at 620 nm are 
observed which corresponds to x = 0.55 and x=0.58, respectively. The major peak at 635 
nm is close to the peak from planar GaInP:S sample (x=0.54). The composition variation 
between the planar and the CELOG samples is within 0.56±0.02. Similarly the UID 
CELOG sample has twin peaks, the main one at 620 nm and a shoulder around 635 nm 
corresponding to x =0.58 and ~0.55, respectively. And the composition variation is 
within 0.565±0.015. 

   
Figure 5.10: (a) Line scanning room temperature PL spectra from the cross-section of S doped GaInP 
CELOG sample. The measured points are marked in the inset SEM image and the numbers in the index 
represent the distance from the top of cross-section in μm. (b) PL spectra measured on a hillock and a 
planar region in GaInP/GaAs. The inset image shows the region where spectra were acquired.  

Line scanning μ-PL spectra were acquired from (110) surface of a cleaved cross section 
with a step-size of ~1 μm. Representative PL spectra from the S-doped GaInP CELOG 
cross section are shown in Figure 5.10 (a). The μ-PL spectra from the spot close to the 
top surface (1 μm from the top) shows a broad peak with a dominant peak at 635 nm and 
two shoulder peaks on both sides, at 620 nm and 654 nm. The 635 nm and 654 nm peaks 
disappear at spots from 3 μm to 5 μm and shows only single peak at 620 nm (red curve in 
Figure 5.10 (a)). The 635 nm peak starts to appear as a shoulder at 10 µm and becomes 
the dominant peak at 14 µm. At the GaInP/Si interface, 635 nm and 654 nm peaks are 
present with comparable intensities and the 620 nm peak appears as a low intensity 
shoulder peak. 

The PL spectra are broad and consist of multiple peaks.  Multiple peaks in the CELOG 
GaInP PL spectra are due to the variation in CELOG GaInP composition. The CELOG 
growth in HVPE is highly anisotropic in nature with different emerging planes. The 
growth fronts create facets and the growth proceeds by incorporating constituent 
elements on these facets. In CELOG GaInP growth, Ga incorporation is orientation 
dependent where Ga incorporation along the [111] direction was found to be less 
compared to that along other directions (paper B).  
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It is clear that the projection of those compositions can be seen in the PL curves on (110) 
plane of Figure 5.10 (a). When PL is measured on this (110) surface, the spectra will 
contain PL from all different compositions due to different directions. Thus the PL from 
CELOG GaInP can consists of more than one peak. It is to be noted that, in planar GaInP 
growth there is only one PL peak (Figure 5.9), since the only growth direction is along 
[001] and thus, no orientation dependent element incorporation in planar growth. Shifted 
PL peak can also be observed in planar samples when measured on hillocks (Figure 
5.10(b)). The hillocks are faceted with faces of high index planes and the composition 
varies according to the facet plane. When µ-PL is measured on different faces of a hillock 
the peak will correspond to the corresponding composition. 

Room temperature Raman spectra from the cross-section of S-doped GaInP CELOG 
sample was presented in paper D. No considerable shift in Raman peak positions were 
observed in the cross-section line scanning, of both S-doped and unintentionally doped 
GaInP, indicating that the CELOG layers are relaxed and no thermal/lattice mismatch 
strain persists in the layer. The two peaks in PL spectra can also arise due to the presence 
of an ordered state in the GaInP crystal.83 But the intense Raman peak observed around 
333 cm-1 is the transverse optical (TO) modes from GaP- and lnP-like which indicates 
that there is no ordering in the GaInP crystal.84 

5.4 Crystalline GaInP/Si interface 

The lattice mismatches between GaInP epilayer and InP seed is ~4% and between GaInP 
epilayer and Si substrate is ~4%. The lattice mismatch between InP and Si can reach to 
~8%, which can generate a large number of dislocations, as seen in the TEM of InP-
seed/Si interface (Figure 11(a)). 

 
Figure 11: TEM images showing the quality of different interfaces. (a) Si/InP seed interface, (b) InP 
seed/GaInP interface. (c) STEM image for Si/CELOG GaInP interface. 

As expected, the GaInP/InP-seed interface of lower lattice mismatch displayed lower 
number of defects (Figure 11(b)). The GaInP/Si interface, shown in Figure 11(c) STEM 
image, is from the CELOG region, which displays nearly perfect GaInP layer on Si. 
Some dark parallel lines are observed in the layers which are found to be planer defects. 
Mismatch dislocations have not been observed in the interface though a ~4 % mismatch 
still exists in GaInP/Si interface. During the CELOG process, after the crystal reaches the 
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Si substrate, the GaInP epilayer grows laterally on the sidewalls of the grown planes and 
not directly on the Si substrate. This process effectively ensures the homogeneous growth 
laterally and avoids the impact from the Si substrate crystal. 

 
Figure 12: (a) Electron diffraction pattern acquired at the the GaInP/Si interface. (b) Electron diffraction 
pattern acquired from the GaInP in CELOG region. 

A high crystalline GaInP/Si interface is characterized by the bright electron diffraction 
pattern along [110] axis. Reflections originating from both GaInP and Si clearly 
separated from each other, (Figure 12 (a)), which indicate an abrupt GaInP/Si interface. 
Electron diffraction pattern acquired from the GaInP CELOG region, near the Si 
interface, is shown in Figure 12 (b). The GaInP reflections follow the expected cubic 
symmetry which shows that the film is highly crystalline. The explicit diffraction spots 
showing the expected cubic symmetry imply perfect crystallinity without large strain and 
defects distorting the lattice in the CELOG GaInP epilayer. 

 
Figure 13: HAADF image of GaInP/Si heterostructure along [110] direction with projections of Si, Ga/In, 
P atomic columns in pink, orange and green, respectively.  

The High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) image is obtained along [110] direction 
(Figure 13). The interface region appearing to be an amorphous interlayer, marked 
between two dashed lines, is only ~1 nm thick. This atomic disorder at interface is 
understood to be caused by the multiple etching processes for the CELOG pattern 
processing. The atomic disorder at interface is thinner than that fabricated by wafer 
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bonding.5 In contrast to direct epitaxy, the atomically abrupt interface does not introduce 
dislocation defects in the CELOG GaInP layer because of the unique growth pattern of 
CELOG. 

The measured values of the intensity profiles from HAADF image present the average 
atomic spacing along the [1-10] directions as 3.855Å for the Si substrate and 4.002Å for 
the GaInP epilayer near the interface. The lattice constants are derived to be 5.452Å and 
5.660Å, for the Si substrate and the CELOG GaInP, respectively. From Vegard’s, the 
lattice constant of 5.660 Å corresponds to GaxIn1-xP composition of x = 0.5, which is also 
a composition found in PL analysis near the interface. The lattice constant measured 
from the Si region is slightly larger than the bulk lattice constant of Si, which is 5.431Å. 
The slight enlargement of lattice spacing is apparently due to the residual stress in the 
region of interface. In the thin TEM sample, Si tries to accommodate to GaInP lattice 
which has a larger lattice constant. Thus a ~4% lattice mismatch still exists in the 
GaInP/Si heterostructure, but CELOG technique can effectively block the formation of 
threading dislocations. 

 
Figure 14: (a) HAADF image of GaInP/Si heterostructure with an intrinsic stacking fault (ISF) in epilayer. 
(b) Schematic of the ISF structure. (c) HAADF image showing an extrinsic stacking fault (ESF). (b) 
Schematic of the ESF structure. Gold, green spheres indicate the Ga/In and P columns respectively. 
Rhombus in the images indicates same lattice orientation on both sides of ISF/ESF. 

Some planer defects have been observed in the GaInP. The stacking sequence in a zinc 
blende structure along the <111> direction is …AaBbCcAaBbCc…. When the stacking 
sequence is interrupted, planar defects such as stacking faults or twin boundaries are 
created. The two classes of stacking faults, intrinsic stacking fault (ISF) and extrinsic 
stacking fault (ESF) were observed, as shown in Figure 14 (a). ISF is created when a 

(c) (d) 
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{111} type plane A*a* is missing from the order and results in …AaBbCcA*a*BbCc… 
stacking sequence (Figure 14 (a) and (b). In ESF, an additional {111} type plane, B*b*, is 
inserted in the perfect structure and results in …AaBbCcB*b*AaBbCc… sequence 
(Figure 14 (c) and (d). The lattice orientations are the same on both sides of the stacking 
faults, as indicated by rhombuses in Figure 14. Another type of planar defects called twin 
boundaries were also observed in the GaInP layers, where the lattice orientation at both 
the sides of the twin boundary is different. The formation of planar defects appears to be 
favored by the fast growth kinetics of HVPE and low formation energy of stacking faults 
in the III-V compounds.85 An optimized growth conditions should be explored to reduce 
the stacking faults. 

The CELOG technique is shown to be an effective approach to realize high quality 
ternary III-V/Si interface. The results show that the CELOG technique can be extended 
to any mismatched materials system to get high quality hetero-interface. As suggested for 
the CELOG InP/Si, CMP can be used to remove the top layer of GaInP to get high 
quality CELOG region and the devices can be fabricated on the polished CELOG region. 
This technology can be used to realize ternary III-V devices on Si platform and high-
efficiency III–V/Si based tandem solar cells.  
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6. Summary of the thesis 
In this thesis we undertook ELOG and CELOG for achieving high crystalline quality III-V 
semiconductors on Si and enabling epitaxial III-V/Si heterojunctions for photonic devices. 
We employed HVPE for growth and techniques such as XRD, PL, TRPL, Raman, SEM, 
EDS, CL and TEM were used for characterization. 

ELOG technique was used to grow a wafer-scale high quality InP layer on a Si 
substrate. The surface of this InP/Si wafer was then polished with CMP to grow a multi 
quantum well laser structure. Due to unsatisfactory surface morphology after multi 
quantum well growth, probably arising from CMP or due to the dislocations propagating 
from the seed, we could only process the wafer to an LED. The defects propagating from 
the seed regions to the active regions and the surface roughness are shown to deteriorate 
the luminescence intensity. But strong electroluminescence at 1530 nm was obtained at 
room temperature on the regions above ELOG where defect-filtering was effective. Wafer 
warping was observed after the ELOG on Si due to thermal strain and is a challenge and it 
should be addressed for further device processing including CMP. The results indicate that 
ELOG with optimized design and growth can lead to monolithic III-V lasers on Si. 

We have demonstrated that epitaxial InP/Si with interface quality comparable to that 
of wafer bonded layers can be realized via CELOG method. The CELOG InP/Si interface 
is shown to be free of dislocation as revealed in TEM cross-section image. Estimation 
from PL and XRD analyses indicates a dislocation density less than 3×108 cm-2 in the bulk 
layer. Misfit dislocations are revealed at the CELOG interface (similar to that found in 
wafer-bonded interfaces), but unlike in direct heteroepitaxy these are found to be confined 
to the interface and do not generate threading dislocation into the layer. A coherent 
CELOG InP/Si interface free of amorphous interlayer is revealed in selected area electron 
diffraction pattern from the interfacial region. An n-InP/p-Si heterojunction photodiode 
fabricated by CELOG method showed an open circuit voltage of 180mV, short circuit 
current density of 1.89 mA/cm2 and an external quantum efficiency of 4.3%, despite a 
high lattice mismatch of 8%. 

The CELOG method is also applied to realize a dislocation free GaInP/Si interface. 
GaInP growth optimization was done on ELOG templates on GaAs substrate to study the 
growth evolution and morphology and was then used for CELOG growth on Si. EDS and 
PL studies reveal an orientation dependent Ga incorporation in CELOG GaInP/Si that 
leads to composition anisotropy. XRD RLM and Raman studies show that the CELOG 
GaInP layers are fully relaxed without strain. Higher background doping was observed in 
CELOG GaInP/Si due to the Si gas-phase transport from the Si substrate to the growing 
layer. HRTEM inspection at the CELOG GaInP/Si interface revealed high crystallinity 
without threading dislocations. Few stacking faults or twins were observed in the CELOG 
layer. An atomic disordered interlayer of thickness ~1 nm was present at the interface 
which is thinner than in wafer bonded interfaces.   
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7. Conclusions and future scope 

1. MQW laser on Si by ELOG method is promising. Further optimization is required 
in the process and design of the device. The wafer warping should be controlled 
possibly by restricting the coalescence area to smaller dimensions. The device 
should be made on top of the ELOG regions i.e. device active region not covering 
the layers above seed. MQW laser structure on polished CELOG regions is also 
promising if large-enough CELOG areas can be obtained between two seeds. 

2. Orientation dependent composition anisotropy in the ternary III-V CELOG should 
be further investigated under different growth parameters. When the surface 
reactions are fast enough (at high temperatures) and at high V/III ratios the growth 
will be mass transport limited (of III materials). Such growth condition should lead 
to a uniform incorporation of III elements since the distinction between growths on 
different facet planes will be minimal as suggested in reference [81].  

3. Even though the CELOG interface is dislocation-free, stacking faults are formed. 
The stacking fault formation should be reduced to make high efficiency devices. 
An optimized growth conditions should be explored to eliminate the stacking 
faults. Conducting post-annealing or thermal cycling is a method that we did not 
explore.  

4. Chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) can be used to polish the top regions of the 
CELOG in order to expose the highest quality CELOG region. Heterojunction 
solar cells with such a structure would perform better since the defective regions 
are minimized after polishing. The defective seed regions should also be isolated 
from the active regions. 

5. Top cells of multijunction solar cells can be epitaxially grown on the polished 
surface of CELOG III-V on Si. The surface damage induced by polishing and their 
effect on further epitaxy has to be investigated. Wafer warping after CELOG will 
be a challenge in polishing and further processing. Intentional cracks can be 
allowed to form, in the CELOG layer, in a guided manner to relieve thermal strain. 

6. Wafer-scale high quality III-V layer can be realized by further processing and 
growth on the CELOG sample. The CELOG sample can be processed to make 
seed patterns where high quality CELOG regions are used as seed. The growth 
from this CELOG-seed will give a uniform quality CELOG/ELOG layer. 

7. Maximum attainable lateral growth of CELOG/ELOG should be explored to 
minimize the seed pattern density. III-V seeds can be grown in high aspect ratio 
grooves on Si where defects get filtered inside the groves itself. Further growth 
from this seed in HVPE will lead to lateral overgrowth and a wafer-scale uniform 
quality layer can be obtained.  
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8. Summary of appended papers 

Paper A 
An InP/Si heterojunction photodiode fabricated by self-aligned corrugated 

epitaxial lateral overgrowth. 

A heterojunction photodiode was fabricated from an n-InP/p-Si heterojunction realised via 
CELOG method. SEM revealed a uniform InP layer on Si. Defect reduction mechanism 
was revealed in PL mapping on the cross section. Under AM1.5 conditions, the InP/Si 
heterojunction photodiode gave a short circuit current density of 1.89 mA/cm2, an open 
circuit voltage of 180 mV and an external quantum efficiency of 4.3%. Epitaxial 
demonstration of InP/Si heterojunction photodiode will facilitate high efficiency solar 
cells at low cost. 

Contribution: Part of experiment planning, post growth processing of the photodiode, part 
of data analysis and manuscript discussion. 

Paper B 
Epitaxial lateral overgrowth of GaxIn1-xP toward direct GaxIn1-xP/Si 

heterojunction. 

ELOG of GaInP experiments were done on GaAs substrate to optimize the growth 
conditions of GaInP. The layer properties and their dependence on the growth conditions 
were investigated. The CELOG method was then applied to realise a direct GaInP/Si 
heterojunction for the first time. Orientation dependent composition variation is observed 
in the CELOG GaInP/Si. CELOG is shown to be a promising technique to make ternary 
III–V layers on Si substrate with good optical quality. 

Contribution: Part of experiment planning, processing of ELOG templates and epitaxial 
growth of GaInP, characterisation, manuscript writing. 

Paper C 
Optical and interface properties of direct InP/Si heterojunction formed by 

corrugated epitaxial lateral overgrowth. 

CELOG of InP was done on Si to realise a direct heterojunction. The crystalline and 
interface quality of CELOG InP/Si was studied in detail. Depth dependent charge carrier 
dynamics in InP/Si heterojunction was studied with TRPL. TEM characterisation at the 
interface showed a highly crystalline InP layer on Si and misfit dislocations confined to 
the interface were revealed. The capability of CELOG for dislocation reduction and carrier 
lifetime enhancement in heteroepitaxial InP/Si was demonstrated. 

Contribution: Part of experiment planning, part of characterisation, data analysis, 
manuscript writing. 
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Paper D 
Composition and interface studies of GaxIn1-xP/Si heterojunction. 

GaInP/Si heterojunction was realised by CELOG method. The quality of CELOG GaInP 
layers were analyzed by PL and Raman measurements. For the first time, highly 
crystalline dislocation-free GaInP/Si interface was revealed in the HRTEM. An 
amorphous interlayer of thickness ~1 nm was observed at the GaInP/Si interface which is 
thinner than that of a wafer bonded interface. 

Contribution: Part of experiment planning, epitaxial growth of GaInP, part of 
characterization and data analysis, part of manuscript writing. 

Paper E 
Electrically pumped 1.5 µm gain material on InP/Si. 

ELOG was used to realise a wafer-scale InP/Si. Multiquantum well laser structure was 
grown on this ELOG InP/Si. Strong luminescence at 1.5 µm and optical gain are obtained 
by electrical pumping. The results are encouraging to realise a monolithic laser on Si. A 
multiquantum well gain medium on ELOG InP/Si where the ELOG mask can act as a 
waveguide is potentially useful for monolithically evanescent coupled silicon laser. 

Contribution: Part of experiment planning, processing and epitaxial growth of ELOG InP, 
characterization, part of data analysis, part of manuscript writing. 
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